




From the World ofElectronics

Consultative expertise - by
satellite

The development of the CAMNETtclcpres-
ence system by British Telecom Labora-
tones (BTL) is about to rcvoluttoruze many
of OUT ideas and practices concernjng re-
medial atd at a distance. The term reme-
dial atd ts used in tts wtdest sense to in-
clude not only medtcal treatmentand op-
erations but trouble shooting. emergency
repatrs and specialized maintenance in a
variety of systems. equipment and strua-
tions: in fact, in all situations where the
man on the spot needs immediate and ex-
pert advice to tackle and complete suc-
cessfully the task tn hand.
CAMNETmakesthispossible.ltisacom-

murucattons system that uses a headset
incorporating a mtrüature camera and a
buüt-In screen. Transmissions frorn the
headset can be sent via an umbtllcal. or
radio. Cf opticallink to an integrated ser-
vices digital network (ISDN) and thence to
the remote expert who can send back ver-
bal instructions and vtsual data in the
form of diagrams. text Cf potnters which
can beviewed on the sereen. But tlus sys-
tem is feasible onlywhere there is an ISDN
channel readily available, while expertise
is often needed in remote parts ofthe world
where 00 such facilities exist,
Thta matter has now been rectifiec1 in

ajointenterpnsebyBTLandABB Nera(an
ASEA Brown Bovert eompany) to develop
a system in which CAMNETte1epresence
can be provided by satellite in any part of
the world. however remote. .

CAMNET is an acronym used by BTL for
camera and network technology. At the
heart of the system ts an audto visual
headset based on a ptlot's standard head-
set compristng earphones and notse-can .
cellingmicrophone: but one earphone has
been removed so that the wearer can hear
and respond to local audio stimuli. Attached
to the left siele ofthe headsetabove the ear
cup ts a small CCDcamera, which in con-
junction with a codec can send a com-
pressed video picture of the scene bemg
viewed via tbe InmarsatA hrgh-speed data
facility and the ISDN network to the ex-
pert.

Private eye
The headset has a miniature screen. which
enjoys the soubriquet of Private Eye.
viewed with one eye at a distance of a few
centtmctres. The optics of Private Eye
gives the viewer the observed effect of a
300-rom monitor at a distance of one
metre. The Image is an intense mono-
chrome red -on- black. high- resol u tion dot
matrixwith a contrastratio of70: 1.mak-
ing It ideal foruse in bnght condtuons. The
ptxel resolution ts 720x280 (HxV), suttable
for vtewtng higWy detalled lIne drawtngs.
The image ts produeed byan LEO barof280
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elements which is modulated at up lo
8 MHz. the image betng swept across the
user's field of view by a resonatlng mirror
at 50 Hz.
The electronics necessary to drive the

CCD camera and Private Eye are housed
in a belt- pack connected to tbe SatCom ter-
mtnal by a Sü-m urnbilical: this will be re-
plaeed presently by a cordiess link,
The expert at tbe base end of the sat-

ellite link uses a PC terminal connected to
a er vtdeo codec and the ISDN network. On
its video display. he will view the Image
transmitted from the cco camera on the
CAMNET headset. The PC would also con-
tarn data for the expert to send to the
headset wearer in the field such as Une
dragrams, circult dtagrems. or text.
The information isconverted to the COT-

reet format for display on Private Eye by
proprtetary software running under
Windows. and transmitted at the press of
a button; tt ts sent via the ISDN and SatCom in
adedieated area of the Bä-kbit s"! ehannel
separate from the audio and video.

Intrinsically robust
The Saturn Compactlnmarsat earth sta-
tron ls tntrtnstcally robust and designed
for trouble-Iree operation, Arecent rnern-
berofthefamilyofABB NeraSalurn Inmar-
sat earth stations. with over 3300 in op-
eratfon around lhe world. it has a new de-
sign and incorporates state-of-the-art com-
ponents to save wetght, space and im-
prove performance.
In addition to the telepresence equtp-

menl. it can be supplied with a vartety of
commurucattons devtces such as teleprtn t-
ers, facsirnile transcetvers. data modems.
and various types of power supply. For
the telepresence applicatlon. as weil as
teleconferenctng. it works in conjunction
wtth a Bä-kbit s"! duplex htgh-speed data
(HSO) system whieh digltizes and corn-
presses video material before transmission.

Three units
The hardware for the complete system
cornprtses three units, each shock -mounted
and housed tn a 700x600x300 rnrn rug-
gedized moulded polythene tr-unk. Two
trunks wetgh 34 kg each. the third 15 kg.
The trunks. which are weatherproof. are
easily portable by light transport and ean
be manhandled to the most dtfficult sttes.
The trunk for the earth station termi-

nal contains all the requtstte electrorucs
as well as a secttonalfzed paraboljc dtsh
which can be qutckly assembled on site
bnngtng the terminal on the atr wtthtn
five minutes. The complete telepresence
system should take no rnore than ten mtn-
utes to become completely operational.
The applications envtsaged for the sat-

ellite system include any acüvtty where it
has been necessary in the past to fly an
expert to the scene. engendering not only

considerable cost, but a substantial time
delay- first in getttng the expert there, and
then in getttng the items of equipment he
has dtagnoseö necessary to rectify the
problem. The potential applications are only
too obvious for all types of complex and spe-
cialised equipment in service around the
world. Those relating to oil platforms.
shi ps and aircraft sprtng immediately to
mtnd.

Optoelectronics
communications research
keeps Britain ahead

Two researchers at Brtttsh Telecom Labo-
ratories. Kevin Smtth and Julian Lucek.
have developed in recent rnonths wh at
may be the first all-optical signal regen-
erator. a sfgntficant advance thatenhances
and reinforces Britain's leadtng position
in optical commumcattons. The BT team
is exarmnlng ultra-fast data processtng
for the sophisticated optical-fibre net.
works needed to meet the world's tele-
commurucattons demands of the next cen-
tury.
Their achtevement uses the results of

research over the past six years at the
Optoelectronic Research Centre (ORC) at
Southampton Universtty. Here. 100 sei-
entists and supportstaffin world-class re-
search laboratories sustain and advance
prevtous pioneering work by promoting
the theory, basic science and technology
of optoelectronics.

Communications achievements
As a presngrous body, ORe matntatns
streng links with industry and research
tnstttuuons around theworld, and works
to increase the numbers ofbroadly-based
and highly-tratned seientists and engt-
neers in itsfield. With its established grant
of.ß 12 million over stx years, ORC is cre-
ating new applications for a world market
that has grown to more than E 7 billion a
year inless tban 20 years, TheSouthampton
initiative has been rewarded by the BT
scientists' most recent development and
by communicationsachievements in other
Brtusb comparues such as STC. Mercury
and Cable &Wireless.
Britain Is among the front-runners

strtving towards the concept of a vast in-
formation network straddling the earth
and provtdtng instantaneous access to
centres of knowledge, information and
entertainment. Thts ts the Holy Grail of
modem telecommurucations. a prize sought
after by tbe advaoeed econorrues. Mankmd's
btg leap forward lies in cornmurucattons.

Optieal amp1lfier
The optical ampUfier, the erbtum-doped fibre,



in gcncrattng these pulses, but pulses
transmitted overthousands ofkilometres
would suffer srgruflcant loss if they were
notrescued byerbium-fibreamplifiers. The
core of this fibre ts doped with ions of the
rare metal erbium; a laser pump source
ts used to excite them. A stgnal weakened
by distance along a fibre can extract this
energy and receive gam from the excited
erbrum. The ampltfters. instalied up to
50 km apart, ensure the entire network is
transparent and eliminate huge losses.
This development is revolutionizing the

way engtneers are starting to think ofthese
networks, allowmg thern to concentrate on
the data bits, thatis, pulses used to COID-
municate information, and this is where
the solitons come in.
Fibre lasers generate the pulses, their

sources being the same as the amplifiers
inserted along the system. The use of
mode-Iocked fibre lasers represents one
layer oftechnology beyond the fibre laser.
This is a vcry rapidly evolving field. where
many are competmg for the pulse source
pnze. In the laboratory, at the moment, the
mode-Iocked erbturn fibre laser ts favourtte.
The capacity of soliton systems is very

high and in this 'shrunken-ttme' world,
where a second ts measured in hours,
today's electronics can not easily manip-
ulate the pulses. All-opticalprocesstng, wtth
switchtng capabtltües of the order of pt-
coseconds (=10-12 sl, retgns suprerne, at
least for the time bctng.

Accordmg to Kevin Srruth: "To achieve
networks with alrnost unlimited range at
these speeds and beyend. wemust use all-
optical techniques and employ light itseif
to controllight, orphotons to control pho-
tons. Optical technology is fundarnentally
faster than the alternative - electronics-
where electrons ultimately control the
photons and vice versa."

invented atSoutharnpton in 1987. ts rev-
olutionizingoptical communtcations areund
the world. This device is considered one
of the last decade's top three inventions
in all fields and is recogruzed worldwide
as a Brttteh discovery. The trans-Pactflc
link between the US and Japan, to be in-
augurated this year, will use erbturn -doped
fibre arnplifiers.
Brttain's STC Submarine Systems is a

lead company in undersea and trans-
oceanic commurucattons and supplies a
large part of the world market. This
Northern Telecom bustness unit has won
a contract for a system from Spain to
Brrtain, Belgtum and the Netherlands.
From Spain to the UK and Belgium, the
system is opttcally amplified, but the
284 km between Belgtum and the
Netherlands is an unrepeated system
thought to be the longest in the world.

Colossal potential
Mostof the BTwork covers the infrared spec-
tral region and uses light of 1.3 um and
1.55)lm wavelength. The time-scales are
infinltesimally small, the distances largc.
but their potential ts colossal. The relia-
bUity of the system is excellent and, com-
pared with the conventional electronic
amplifier, the optical system ts far simpler.
Forthe same return. an electronic system
requlres stgnal detection, conversion, pro-
cesstng and optical rernodulation.
Kevin Srntth's development uses er-

bium amplifiers, mode-locked fibre lasers
and. to support this telecommunicattcns
technology of the 21st century, a wave
phenomenon known as tbe soliton, brought
to optical reality by ORe in recentyears.
A soliton is a non-dtsperstve optical

pulse, a pulse that in prtnctple does not
broaden. Lasers, unlike normal pulses, can
create soliton-like phenornena. Only in
the last few years have scientists both in
Britain and elsewhere begun to see the soli-
ton as a fundamental of future commu-
rucations technology, providing a near-per-
fect. dispersion-Iess pulse that matntatns
its fidelity while in the transmission sys-
tem.

Data transmiseion
The BTitmovation could remove the need
for electromc amplifiers and make a sig-
nificantcontrtbution to optical sub-ocearuc
links. enabling a vartety and profusion of
information to reach faraway destinations
accurately and reliably. Only mode-locked
fibre lascrs in ultra-fastpulseswill beable
to accommodate the enormous data trans-
nussron demands created by the hornes
and businesses ofthe 2 Ist century. This
steps beyond the traditional notion of a
simple pulse source and the laser 1S per-
fornung essential network functions at
the heart of all-optical processors.
Thc BT research team, although capa-

ble of generating unimaglnably fast
pulses in the femto-second (10-15 s)
range, prefers to concentrate on a 'more
reallstic' ttrne-scale of 100 Goit s-t.

Erbium !ibre
BThas been ptoneertng the use offibre lasers
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11
RSCOMPONENTS INTERNATIONAL GOES CD-ROM, TOO

Preliminary details of the
ftrst release of the RS
International catalogue on
CD-ROM were unveiled at a
press briefing at tbe RS
headquarters in Corby, on
18 January 1995. This CD-
ROM, whieh will be available
in Mareh 1995, follows the
resoundtng success of the
UK version whtch was ftr-st
introdueed in July 1994.
Destgned to assist equtp-

ment destgners, engtneers
and purchasers in the selec-
tton and ordertng of elec-
trontc. electrtcal and
mechanical components, RS
Components International
has developed a CD-ROM
version of tts product cata-
logue, The RS 'Electroruc
Catalogue' runs on a11stan-
dard IBM eompatible PC
conftguranons.
The first of its kind and

available Iree to RS cus-
tomers, the Electroruc
Catalogue. like tts paper
companion, is updated an-
nuaUy. With over six.
Gigabytes of compressed
data on a single CD-ROM
disc, detailing Qver
40,000 components, and tn-
cluding the RS Teehnical
Data Library, the user has a
range of options that help
speed up seleetion of the
produet best suited to an ap-
plieation.
Searehing by produet

type, the user can 'browse'

as wtth the eonventional eat-
alogue, movtng progressively
between section, sub-secnon
and produet group before
maleng a final produet se-
leenon. Alternatively, the
user ean seareh by typing in
a key word, or a partial or
complete verston of the RS
stock number or manufac-
turer's own part number.
Containing approximately

10,000 full eolour produet il-
lustrations, the CD-ROM of-
fers a unique 'vtr-tual page'
functton that brtngs up im-
ages of a range of alternative
produets for browstng. while
a 'vtew' function examines a
partieular produet in detail.
dlsplaying all relevant eata-
logue data. A 're lated prod-
uct' functton allows the user
to identify products used in
eonjunction with the prod-
uet choiee.
The ordering functton of

the electrontc catalogue en-
ables signiflcant time sav-
mgs to be made. In making a
produet seleetion, a stan-
dard order form ean be
called to simultaneously
record order details of the
selected rtem. Order forms
ean be arehived and output
to printer or fax ustng an ap-
propriate software Zhardware
interface.
RS Techntcal Datasheets

form an integral part of the
new electronlc catalogue.
Durtng the product selection

The RS Components headquarters are housed in a 75,000 m2 (equiva-
lent in size to ten football pitches) warehouse and office eomplex in
Corby, Northants, England, Over 10,000 orders are processed at ter-
rifie speed every day at this loeation, ineluding orders for the 'retail'
branch of RS Components, Eleetromail.
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The complete RS Components eatalogue (who does not have a
copy?) and RS Oata Library are now avallable on CD-ROM. Note that
the international version of the catalogue consists of one (very thick!)
book only, whereas the UK version is split into three volumes.

process, supporttng in-depth
teehnical datasheets ean be
ealled up for referenee, mak-
ing it even easier to identify
the most appropriate solu-
tion to a teehnieal problem.
A simple start-up proce-

dure ensures fast installa-
tion of the eleetronie
catalogue. while a powerful
graphie tu tortal seetion and
on-line help faeillty help to
guide the user around the
new system. The CD-ROM
runs on a conventional CD-
ROM reader operattng witb a
standard PC equipped witb a
minimum of a 386 proees-
sor. 4 MB RAM, Windows
software and VGA sereen.
For enhaneed operation, a
486-based system with an
SVGA, 256-colour sereen Is
recommended.
The international verstons

of the CD-ROM catalogue
will be available from March

1995 in Europe and tbe rest
of tbe world. wtth country-
specrfic introductory see-
tions ensuring eustomers
recetve distribution and con-
taet mformatton relevant to
their market. (950059)

Further information from
your loeal/national RS
Components dtstributor. or
from RS Components
International, P,O, Box 99,
Corby, Northants NN17 9RS,
United Kingdom. Tel. (+44)
1536201234, fax (+44) 1536
401096. Telex: 342512.



I
FUNCTION GENERATOR

Design by H. Bonekamp

A simple function generator is described, wh ich provides
rectangular, triangular and sinusoidal waveforms in the
frequency range d.c.-1 00 kHz. In contrast to many 'simple'
function generators, it provides a fairly good sine wave.

Almost a11function generators con-
.r-l..sist of a vartable-frequency, rectan-
gular-wave oscillator that provtdes a
number of swttch-aelected frequency
ranges. Its output is applied to an tnte-
grator whtch converts the reetangular
waves into triangular ones. Ftnally, the
triangular waves are converted to 'stnc
waves' by soft cltpping with a diode.
The present generator is Da excep-

tion as is shown in Fig. 1. The trtangu-
Iar-to-sine wave converter is based on
diodes and has an output voltage of
5Uo, where Uo is the forward voltage of
one diode. It can be shown that for COf-
reet operation, the converter needs an
Input of (rr/2) x 5Uo.
Moreover. the diodes in the COD-

verter make It necessary fOT the input
voltage to be temperature-compen-
sated. Thfs ts assured by limittng the
output of the comparator to IUo by two
anti-parallel connected diodes. This is
ratsed to a level of 5Uo by the amplifier.
The 1:0.5rr ratto of the feedback re-

ststors ensures that the input voltage
to the trtangular -to-sme wave con-
vcrtcr is (1[/2) x 5Uo as required.

Circuit description
In Fig, 3, the comparator of Ftg. I is
formed by lClb' Capacitor C2' shunting
R2. compensates for the delays caused
by op amps lCI• and lClb, so that the
level of the output voltage of the rec-
tangular-wave generator remains fajrly
constant up to 100 kHz.
Capacitor CI decouples RI for h.f. to

prevent the input capacitance of ICIb
havtng an adverse effect on the wave
shape.
Resistor R1 compensates for the off-

set error caused by the bias current
through R2-R3.
The limiter consists of anti-parallel

connected diodes D} and D2' These are
fast types to ensure that the circuit
quickly operates correctly. Since the
lirniter should operate symmetrtcally. it
is important that the diodes are
matched.
The amplifier is formed by ICIa- This

is an op amp with a fairly high slew
rate (300 V ).1S-I)which is essential for
a well-shaped voltage at frequencies up

to 100 kHz. lts amplification is
arranged at exactly x5 by R5and ~.
Frequency control of the oscillator is

obtained by drtvtng an Integrator. con-
stsung of Rg. lC2b and one of capacitors
CTC7' with the reetangular wave. The
op amp ensures that the capacitor se-
lected with SI. is charged or dts-
charged at constant current. This gtves
rise to a triangular voltage. The speed
at wh ich chargmg and discharging
takes pl ace depends on the capaci-
tance and the applied voltage. The
value of each of capacitors C3-C7 dlf-
fers by a factor 10 from the preceding
one. Swttch SI, wh ich selects one of
the capacttors. thus provides subdtvt-
ston of the frequency range into five.
The triangular voltage is applied to

the non-tnverttng Input of ICIb and de-
termines, in conjunction with the out-
put of the x5 amplifier, the exact
change-over pomt of the cornparator.
The trtangular voltage is available at

the output of IC2b. Since it is important
for the Integrator that the bias current
ts as 10was feasible, Ie2 is an op amp
wtth Ihtgh-reststance) JFET inputs.
The low slew rate does not matter here.
The peak value of triangular voltage

ts. as explained earlier, 0.51t htgher
than that of the reetangular wave. To
ensure that these level differences da
not have a deleterious effect du ring
switching from reetangular wave to tri-

Parameters
Frequency ranges:

1Hz-10Hz
10 Hz 100 Hz
100Hz-1kHz
1 kHz - 10 kHz
10 kHz - 100 kHz

Functions: rectangular, triangular.
sine wave

Rtse time (rectangular wave):
<100 ns

THD (sine wave): «0.75% (all kHz)

Output voltage: 0-20 V peak-to-peak
Output irnpedance: 600 n

angular wave, lhe output of the inte-
grator ts reduced by 2/1[ by Rg.
The triangular-to-sine wave con-

verter is not a simple diode clipper, as
in many simple function generators,
but consists of a JFET op amp with in
tts feedback Ioop two rows of five se-
ries-connected diodes, D3-DI2. and re-
sistors Rl2-Rl4' The output of IC2a is
thus not clipped by one diode junction,
but in three stages both on the leading
and the trailing edge, This design re-
sults in a sine wave lhat has a nearly
true-sinusoidal shape-see Fig. 2.
Preset P3 provides accurate offset corn-
pensation.

,O.51tR

'V'v
limiter J'

'V'

comparator

'V

ru
950044 - 12

Fig. 1. Principle 01a lunction generator.
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slope of trfangll!

--4Uo

--SUo

Fig. 2. How the sine wave is shaped.

The three output signals are applied
to FUNCTION selector 52' Ctrcutt rC3 arn-
plifies and buffers the selected output
stgnal. The amplification is set to x3.5
by Rl5 and Rl6. so !hat !he output volt-
age can be adjusted with P4 between
o V and 20 Vpp' The output impedance
is fixed at 600 11by Rl7.

Tbe symmetrical power supply Iol-
lows tbe usual pattern of mains trans-
form. brtdge rectifier, buffer capacitors
and two voltage regulators, IC4 and
IC5. Since the ctrcutt does not draw
much current. the specrftcation of the
transformers and buffer capacitors is
modest.

Construction
The generator ts intended to be built on
the prtnted-circutt board shown in
Fig. 4. Note tha.t the transformer,
swttches and preset controls are
mounted directly on to it.
It is advisable to adhere strictly to

the components and devices specificed
in the parts list. Many resistors have a
tolerance of not more than 1%.
Capacitors Ca-C7 should be good qual-
ity types; do not use an electrolytic ca-
pacitor in the C3 posttion. but a poly-
propylene or polyester type.
Diodes O} and D2 should be

matcbed. Instead of buying two. buy
four of them. From these, select the

FUNCTlON GENERATOR

two whose knee voltages are identica1
or very nearly so. This is ascertatned
by connecttng the diodes in sertes with
an 8.2 kl1 resistor to a 12 V d.c.
source, and measuring the drop across
each diode with a digital voltmeter. Do
not touch the diodes durtng the mea-
surement and make sure that the am-
bient temperature rematns constant:
small differences in temperature can
have a Iarge effect on the rneasure-
ment,
The same applies to !he IN4148

diodes for the tnangular-to-stne wave
converter. Ustng the method ju st de-
scrtbed, select ten with an tdenttcal or
near-identical knee voltage. From
these. select five pairs that are Identj-
cal: D3-D4; D5-D6 ... DIl'Dl2'
The completed prototype board is

shown in Fig. 5. This is readily fitled in
an 80x200xJ32 mrn enclosure-see
Fig. 6-with suitable spacers. A sug-
gested front panel (a photo copy of
which can be used as a template for
drilling the front panel) is shown in
Fig.7.

03 05 07 D9 011

0' D6 08 010 012

A3
"5~1:"l150P 10x A13 A12

10kO 1N4148

R'
4k02 0-,

5 51

01 02
R5

2x
1N4151

~--~~~.~~~~~+-~
7915 15V

lC5

TAl 4x 1N4001

IC1 = AD827/JN
IC2 = OP249GP
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lC<

10001! 25V
,......-J~

10,
16V 1000 100n...

Fig. 2. Circuit diagram 01 the lunction generator.
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Im TEST & MEASUREMENT

ro o
o
o
o

Ca libration

There are two ealibration eontrols: PI
and P3' The former sets the operating
point of the limiter, which is important
for the produetion of the third har-
monie of the sine wave; the latter
eauses a small offset correctton voltage
to be added at the input of op amp
1C2a' whieh affeets the seeond har-
monie. A spectrum analyser makes
their setting easy: adjust them (at
1 kHz) for minimum amplitude of the
two harmonies.
Where a speetrum analyser is not

available. ealibration ean be earried
out with a dual-ehannel oseilloseope
and a digital voltmeter.
Apply one ehannel of the seope to

the junction ~-pin 1 of ICIa, and the
other ehannel to junction RI2-RI3-RI4'
Connect the scope's earth to junetion
RrP2'
Switeh on the generator and the os-

eilloseope and set the generator to
1 kHz, whereupon ehannel 1 shows the
reetangular wave and channel 2 the
sine wave. Adjust the attenuators and

950044-1
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Fig. 4. Printed-circuit board tor the tunetion generator.

Fig. 5. Completed printed-circuit board.
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Fig. 6. Compleled funclion generalor wilh lop cover removed.

X/Y controls of the scope so that both
waves RU the screen and cover one an-
other. Then. adjust PI until the ampli-
tudes of the two waves are equal.
Set the digital voltmeter to the direct

voltage range and connect it across the
output of the function generator.
Turn P4 fully anticlockwise and note

the reading on the voltrneter: this ts
the offset voltage of lC3
Turn P4 fully clockwise and adjust

P3 u n tfl the voltmeter reading is the
same as in the preceding paragraph.

•

Parts list
Resistors:
Rj = 6.19 kn. 1%
R2 = 15.8 kn. 1%
R3. Ra = 10.0 Iill. 1%
~. Ra = 4.71ill
Ra, RIO. RI4 = 1.00 Iill. 10/0
Ra, RI3 = 4.02 kn, 1%
R7 = 82 Q
RII = 470 kn
RI2 = 2.43 Iill. 1%
R15, RIS = 6.8 kQ
RI6 = 2.7 kn
RI7 = 604 Q, 1%
PI = 10 kn, preset

FUNCTION GENERATOR IIJ
P2 = 1 kD, linear potentiometer
P3 = 100 kn. preset
P4 = 10 kQ, linear potentiometer

Capacitors:
CI = 1 nF. polypropylene
C2 = 68 pF. ceramte
C3 = 1.5 ;lF, polypropylene/polyester
C4 = 150 nF, polypropylene
C5= 15 nF, polypropylene
C6 = 1.5 nF. polypropylene
C7= 150 pF, ceramic
Cs, Cg = 1000 I'f', 25 V, radial
C\O'CI4 = 10 I'f', 16 V, radial
CI\-CI3. CI5-C17 = 100 nF

Semiconductors:
D[, D2 = IN4151 [matcbed - see text)
D:rDI2 = IN4148 [matched - see text]
D[3-D16= IN4001
DI7 = LED. high efficiency

Integrated circuits:
ICI = AD827/JN [Analog Devices)
1C2= OP249GP [Analog Devices)
IC3= AD847/JN [Analog Devices)
IC4 = 7815
IC5= 7915

Miscellaneous:
K I = BNCconnector
K2 = 2-way terminal block, pitch
7.5mm

SI = 2-pole, 6-position rotary switch
S2 = 4-pole, 3 -postüon rotary switch
S3 = malns on/ off swttch
Tri = matns transforrner, secondary
2x15 V. 3 VA (Velleman 2150038M-
Maplin)

Enclosure 80x200x132 mm
[31/Bx77/Bx53/16in)

PCB Order no. 950044-1'
Front panel foll Order no. 950044-F'
...see p. 70

19500441

x 10kHz
FREQUENCY "'{0 5 6 x 100Hz EB

x 10Hz

POWER 8 x 1Hz

2 EB 9 RANGE

FUNCTION GENERATOR

EB )~
'V
FUNCTION

OUTPUT

4V

av
18V 60(1;,

20Vpp ........

950044-F
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Fig. 7. Suggesled fronl panel for the funclion generator (Irue scale).



CHIP CARDS

Based on an article by J. Heine 'I-

CHIP cards with a variety of appear-
ances and functions have been

around since the middle of the nineteen
seventies. Today, they are used increas-
ingly in, for instance, telephone booths
(though not yet in tbe UK) and personnel
identification and work time logging sys-
tems in large plants and office buildings.
In some cases, they are also used for elec-
tronie financial transactions. In the near
future, further measures towards appli-
cation-independent, international, stan-
dardization of the chip card is sure to
give a tremendous boost to the number of
applications. This will be belped by much
reduced productions cost, which goes
hand in hand with high production vol-
umes. Also, a combined chipcard/magnet
strip card will 500n be unveiled.
The primary function of a chip card is

to help identify the rigbtful owner, or,
with non-personalized cards, to grant the
user a certain service for which a remu-

neration is due that is within the limits
of the 'value' of the card. In this respect,
chip cards are the successors of the wide-
spread 'flexible friend', the magnet strip
card issued by banks and credit card or-
ganizations. T4e requirements as re-
gards physical and electrical
characteristics of the chip card are laid
down in ISO standard 7816, part 3.

Construction of 0 chip
cord
The generic name 'chip card' is used to
cover the following products:

- Smart Card
- Memory Card
- Processor Card
- Intelligent Card
. IC card
These different names already hint at
differences as regards function and inter-

nal construction. According to the
ISO 7816 standard, the name 'IC Card'
should be used to denote all members of
the chip card family.
Magnet strip cards with their passive

function and small memory capacity
(342 bytes) are easily read, copied and
forged. By contrast, chip cards, by virtue
oftheir much larger memory capacity (up
to 32 KByte), built-in intelligence and ac-
cess lock, offer a much high er degree of
safety against unauthorized use. Yet,
they are relatively cheap to produce.

Production
The chip card has the same size as a
bank or credit card: 85.6x54xO.76 mm.
For mobile telephones and other app1ica-
tions where space is restricted, so-called
'Plug-in SI~ cards are available with a
size of 18x28xO.76 mm. The chip proper
has a size of IOxiO mm-, and is embed-
ded in plastic carrier materiaL Because
oftbe flexibility ofthe card and other ex-
ternal factors, the carrier 'floats' inside a
clearance in the plastic carrier. The chip
carrier element is produced by covering
both sides of a foil with copper foil. Next,
the contacts and the layout are etched
(Fig. 1), and subsequently through-con-
tacted. Onto this composite foil, an
equalizing foil 1S laminated, from which
the clearances for the chip contacts are
punched. The chip ia secured on to the
equalizing foil with the aid of silicon rub-
ber cement, connected to the conducting
foil, and subsequently covered by an-
other feil. The rear side of the conducting
foil contains the contacts (shown in the
form of a punch-out pin feed strip in the
background of Fig. 1), which later form
the contacts to the outside world. A fur-
ther layer of foil, which has clearances of
the size of the contact elements, is se-
cured at the contact element side of the
conducting foil. The finished carrier ele-
ment is punched out of a larger sheet,
and inserted into the card, which con-
sists of several layers of PVC foil. These
make the card resistant against high
temperatur-es, high humidity, and chemi-
cals. However, direct heat transfer to the
card, as wel1 as electrical noise at the
chip contacts (ESD) and excessive strain
caused by ben ding, should be avoided.

Block diogrom
The basic elements in a chip card are
shown in Fig. 2. They inc1ude:

. a microcontroller (CPU)
- a scratch memory (RAM)
- a program memory (ROM)
- a data memory (EPROM or EEPROM)
- an input/output block (!Ja)

Depending on the application, memory
cards may be preferred over processor
cards. In the long term, however, the
trend will be towards combination cards
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Fig. 1. Building blocks 01 a chip card: in
front, the etched chip carrier element, in the
centre, the (un1inished) card, and in the
background, the punching tape.

and standardized readers which accept
all types of'card. Two ofthe world's major
credit card organizations, VISA and
Euroeard, already supply eombination
cards which allow users to make credit
card purchases in the usual way using
the magnetic strip system, as weIl as
make telephone caUs with automatie
payment via their account. In response to
this trend, telephone booths in many
countries are rapidly upgraded to accept
these cards.
Because of the standardized protocol

as regards access, and because their 'in-
telligence' allows them to be tailored to
future protocols, processor-type chip
cards are generally considered the best
candidates to pioneer a universally us-
able and global chip card technology.

Access
The card has six to eight gold-plated con-
tacts with an effective contact area of

1
EE-

CPU AAM
PAOM
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L7x2 mm2. The two possible positions of
the contacts on the card are accurately
defined. The position used depends on
that of the magnet strip and the printed
area.
Chip card readers (also called card

terminals) are currently available in a
number of versions, from simple ones
with spring-operated pin contacts, to
zero-insertion force types with end
switches. The ultimate, however, is the
motor hybrid card reader which automat-
ically moves cards into the contact posi-
tion, and ejects them after reading.
Figure 7 shows a simple and therefore
reasonably priced card reader unit with
pin contacts and an end switch (which
turns the reader on and off),
The position of the contact area of a

telephone card with a fixed number of
'credit units' (i.e., cost pulses) is shown in
Fig. 3. The telephone card is powered by
a supply voltage of 5 V (Table 1) via eon-
tacts Cl and C5 (GND), and has an on-
eard voltage step-up converter for the
EEPROM programming voltage. A cloek
signal (CLK) is applied to the card via
contact C3 to enable serial data to be
conveyed bidirectionally via contact C7
(lIO). Contact C6 is rarely used in mod-
ern card readers. It supplies an external
programming voltage (Vpp), which is ap-
plied after the card has been identified.
Only a few types of (by now obsolete)
cards require this programming voltage.
Although the functions of contacts C4

and C8 are 'reserved' aecording to the
standard, they are not used on most
cards. Contact C2 functions as areset
input which allows the 'intelligent' con-
tact with the card to be established, fol-
lowed by an identification operation

CHJPCARDS

.-' ...-'

".17 .....
'u,"'"'-

Fig. 3. Location of the eight-way contact are
on the card.

ccntect designation contact designation
c, VCCISu "', C, GND(Groo
ca RST(Rti ... l) es vpp (P - ,,~)ca CLK (aoci< Signal) C, 110 (InvuVOuIpVt)
ce _N~ ce ,--

950')35-'a

Table 1. Functions 01 the electrical contacts
on the chip card.

(both according to a protocol described
further on),

Programming
Table 2 lists a number of the largest and
best known manufacturers of chip cards.
Philips and OKI concentrate on proces-
sor cores for which extensive develop-
ment systems are available, and
complete these cores with arithmetic
processors capable of processing secu-

,-----c- , ,
1----11111 .... I , ~----II", , , , ,, 11111 .... I , 11111, , , , ,, , , , ,, , , , ,, , , , ,, , , , ,, , , , ,, , , , ,, , , , ,, , , , ,, , , , ,, , , , ,, , ~ , , ,, --, , , --,, ,

950036· 15
Fig. 2. The basic architecture 01a chip card
is fully equivalent to that 01a microcontroller

system. Fig. 4. Possible locations of eJectrical contacts and magnet strips on combination cards.
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GENERAL INTEREST

I+'----------~~-------------<"85.6 mm
1<----+1
15mm

7.6X7'6~
mm> EB

•

Fig. 5. Dimensions of a disposable
phonecard with a fixed equivalent value.

rity-sensitive data using encryption algo-
rithms like DES (data encryption stau-
dard).
Chip cards have astoundingly large

memcry areas. Today, there 1Snothing
special about 32 Kbytes of EEPROM,
32 Kbytes ofROM and 512 bytes ofRAM
contained in a chip card. Such large
memories speed up at-ithmetic operations
considerably, and are a must considering
that cards are used wi th 'signatures' hav-
ing a length of 512 bits, and algorithms
with an iteration depth of up to 32 bits to
encrypt a single block of clear text
(64 Bytes). The large ROM area provides
sufficient space for program. look-up and
encryption tables. The EEPROM loca-
tions are usually reserved for the option
of running several applications on a sin-
gle card.
To the electronics hobbyist, only the

all-EEPROM based chip cards are of poe-
sible interest. These contain a processor
running a program which only arranges
the data transfer to and from the EEP-
ROM, and takes care of the serral com-
munication secticn. Using these basic
utilities, certain (expired) intelligent
phonecards may be given a 'second appli-
cation' using the read-only mode. Most
ordinary phonecards, however, are use-
less once their credit 1S used up.

Manufacturer
Type CPU RAM ROM EEPROM

Siemens 8 Bit
SLE 44xx 8051 derivative 128 Byte 4 kByte 2 k8yte

Motorala 8 Bit
68HC05xx 6805 128 Byte 6 kByte 3 kByte

SGS 8 Bit
ST9 6805 derivative 256 Byte 20 kByte 1.5 kByte

Toshiba 8 Bit
TOSMART Z80 derivative 512 Byte 8 kByte 8 kByte

Hitachi 8 Bit
H8/310 H8 256 Byte 10 kByte 8 kByte

Philips 8 Bit
83C852 80C51 derivative 256 Byte 6 kByte 2 kByte

OKI 8 Bit
MSM627xxx 8051 derivative 448 Byte 14 kByte 16 kByte

950036 -19

Table 2. Overview of microcontroller products and their main features related to chip cards

Identificotion

The way chip cards identify themselves
1S standardized and referred to as 'an-
swer-to-reset' in ISO 7816-3. The card
reads a ROM-resident 128-bit wide
recognition word (max. 256 bytes with
other cards) containing, amongst others,
manufacturer data (protocol 'I'<L). This
word is copied to the card reader via the
I/O pin. The designation T=_ refers to a
special protocol which is also apecified in
the ISO standard. Currently, there is
r-o, T=l and T=14.

Cords ond countries
Unfortunately, the use of one and the
same chip card for a single application
(for instance, making use of a public tele-
phone anywhere in Europe) is hindered
by difficulties in equalizing (to a certain
degree) the tariff structures used in the
telecommunications field, as wen as by
the lack of identical concepts for secure
storage of the card's residual value. The
two problems are caused by the fact that
a number of currently applied protocols

C2 RST Reset

C3CLKClock

IlIII1IlI\J1f.-l Bit 1 I Bit 2 I Bit 3 C71/0Data
950036-21

Fig.6. Answer-to-reset pulse sequence.

are tailored to one application only.
Market areas formed by country-specific
users have caused the introduction of dif-
ferent protocols and sub-protocols into
the standard.
Although the 'answer-to-reset' proce-

dure is able to identify the protocol used
by the card, that does not rnean that the
reader system actually supports that
particular protocol. Consequently, it is
not yet possible to speak of overall com-
patibility or, indeed, of the cross-frontier
and totally application-independent chip
card.
Compatibility so far only means that

any chip card's contact area is to the ISO
standard, and that the reader performe a
standard identification check when the
card is inserted.
Answer-te-raset obviously works on

processor cards as weIl as on their sim-
pler counterparts, memory cards .. The
identification word provides information
on electrical and interface data including

- position of the MSB in the dataword;
- communication protocol; .
- clock frequency (internal/external);
- programming voltage (internalJexter-
nal).

By modifying the associated scftware,
and, possibly, the interface, the card
reader presented in a future article in
this magazine is capable of reading chip
cards from different countries, and de-
signed for different applications.

Protocol
The initialization sequence shown in
Ftg. 6 should be used to make the chip
card supply its identification ward. The
ward comes out in two chunks: the first
has 16 bits reserved for the answer-to-
reset function, the second, 112 bits con-
taining various data as described below
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address number function

000 16 Answer to Reset
016 8 l1111111-dummy bits
024 4 manulacturer and first position 01 seriaf number

OOOOORGA o Nl
1000 GDM 1
0100 DDS 2
1100 Gemplus 3
0010 Solare 4

... ...
1111 Reserve 16

028 4 checksum
032 4 value of the new card

1100 1,50 DM
0010 6,00 DM
1010 , 2,00 DM
1110 60,00DM

036 4 year 01 manufacture and second position 01 settat number
00001980+10 N2
10001980+10 +1
01001980+10 +2
11001980+10 +3
00101980+10 +4
1010 1980+0(1) +5

... ...
11111980+0 +16

040 4 month 01 manufacture 10...11J
0000 January +01 N3 N4
1000 February +02
0100 March +03

...
1101 December +12

...
1111 +16

048 4 sena! number N9
052 4 serta! number N8
056 4 serial number N7
060 4 sedat number N6
064 8 residual value 01 card MSB number of l-B •
072 8 residual value 01 card Bits b
080 8 residual value 01 card c
088 8 residual value of card d

096 8 residual velue of card •
residual vatue 01 card in pence ~ a _a4 +b _83 -tc _82 -t-d _a1 +e ·aO

104 24 dummy bits '111 1... 1

950036 - 20

Table 3. Functions of the bits sent out by a disposable phonecard (having a fixed equivalent
value). Example based on a Bundespost (cerman PTT) phonecard.

and shown in Table 3. The description is
based on the assumption that a
Bundespost (Oerman PTT) telephone
card is inserted intc the reader.

Manufacturer (bits 24 through 27): a
distinction is made between the manu-
facturers of the raw materials and the
parts (chips) on the one hand, and the
manufacturer of the assembly (the chip
card itself) on the other.
Value of the new card: two different
fields allow the card reader to establish
the total value of the card at manufac-
t.ure, and the remaining value (once
credit units have been used up). The full'
value of the card allows two different tar-
iff rates to be used automatically, for in-
stance, 25 pence per unit on a card worth
1:5, or 20 pence per unit on a card worth
f20.
Date of manufacture: this indicates
year and month of productian. This is not
the same as the date printed on the card.

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS APRIL 1995

Serial number: this is the serial nUID-
ber of the chip. It eonsists of nine num-
bers, NI through N9. These numbers are
appended to the previously mentioned
information, and are read from bits 24
through 60.

Data encryption
Obviously, data on credit cards and, say,
health insurance cards is strictly confi-
dential and has to be protected against
copying and other farms of misuse. Data
on chip cards is therefore encrypted to
one of the following standards:

- DES (data encryption standard), devel-
oped by IBM in 1977, is still among the
simplest, safest and widest used algo-
rithms.
- FES (fast data encryption standard) is
a sm aller version of DES using a
shorter key. The system offers higher
processing speed at the cast of redueed

CHIP CARDS

da ta seeuri ty.
- DSA (digital signal algorithm), devel-
oped in 1991 by the NSA (National
Security Agency) for the purpose of au-
thenticity checking.
- IDEA (international data eneryption al-
gorithm), patent applied for in 1991.
- RSA Rivest, also known as the 'Shamir
and Adleman public key' method .

When picking what looks like the best al-
gorithm, the computing power of the mi-
croeontroller used should be taken into
account to ensure a reasonable trade-off
between the duration of read/write oper-
ations and data secur-ity.

Applications
Phonecards are available in two ver-
sians: cards with a credit function (where
the cost of the call is automatically
drawn from your bank or girobank ac-
count), and the far more successful cards
with a fixed equivalent value 01' a fixed
number of cost units. for inatance, 10 OY

50 units. Although not personalized, the
latter are still unique because each one
has a unique serial number. Instead of
throwing used-up telephone cards away,
it would be possible to use them as per-
sonal identification cards in a simple
controlled access system to an office or
an apartment building, with door locks
controlled by a card reader and a micro-
controller. Taking this a bit further, it
would also be possible to extend such a
system with a 'person in/out' recorder
coupled with time logging.

(950036)

For further reading:
Amphenol, chip card product information
C702-X, C703, C704, C705, C707, C708.
OKl, Smart Card product information.
ISO 177, DIN 66003, ISO 7810, IS07811/1,
ISO 7811/2, ISO 7811/3, ISO 7811/4,
ISO 7811/5, ISO 7816-1, IS07816·2, 1807816-
3, ISO 7816.
ANSI Data Encryption Algorithm 1, DES
X3.92-1991.

Fig. 7. An inexpensive and simple card
reader with peB contacts and an end switch.
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FOCUS ON: MICROCONTROLLER
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS

In this day and age, it is difficult, if not impossible, to think of
electronics without microcontrollers. This article discusses
some of the development tools marketed for the more popular
microcontrollers. These tools fall into three categories:
hardware only, software only, and mixed hardware/software.

By our editorial staff.

ONE of the technical characteristics
by which microcontrollers are classi-

fied is the size (width) of their internal
registers, which is usually 4, 8 01' 16 bits.
However, there are also microcontrollers
with combined register widths, such as
8/16 bits, wbile 32-bit types are on their
way to ua.
The diversity of devices being enor-

mous, 'it is not possible to cover all micro-
controllers on the market in this article.
Only the most popul ar devices will be
discussed in relation to the development
tools available for them. These devices
are typically 8-bit or 16-bit register
types. Four-bit register controllers are
not covered here because they appear to
be used for very special applications
cnly, while 16-bit and 32-bit register de-

Simulator Bronz

'IOXAMPLE\HI

vices are still few and far between.
From a point of view of accessibility

and general availabihty, four families of
microcontrollers are of particular inter-
est to the electronics enthusiast:

~the 80xx series from Intel, which was
the first to be available in large quarrti-
tics, and are currently second-sourced
by many manufacturers, including
Philips and Siemens;
- the ST62 series from SGS-Thomson
Microelectronics;
~the PIe series from Arizona Mierechip
Technology, with its famous derivative,
the 'Basic Stamp' from Parallax Inc.;
~the 68HCll series from Motorola,
which is very popular with amateurs
and professionals alike.

The 803x1805x series from Intel has the
largest number of members. Philipe,
Siemens and others have developed ex-
tended control1ers on the basis laid by
Intel. An example is the Siemens
SAB80C535.
The aim of this article is to provide an

introduction to development tools avail-
able for, among others, the microcon-
troll er families mentioned above. Like
the microcontroller fami lies, these tools
fall into categories: hardware only (rare),
software only, and mixed hardware/soft-
ware.

Software in mixed systems
Nearly all development tcols for micro-
controllers make use of a program, used
alone, or in combination with other pro-
grams, or in combination with certain
hardware (which will be reverted to fur-
ther on). The software aspect is formed
by:

- cross assemblers
- cross compilers
- fuH-page editors
- linkers;
- simulators;
- debuggers;
- format converters.

Most of these programs are available in
versions for different operating systems:
DOS or Windows for the PC platform, or
Unix for larger systems.
The two most popular programming

languages used for development systems
are BASIC and C. In particular the 8051
and it derivatives have established a cer-
tain basis as regards programming in C.
Although BASIC interpreters have been
developed for the 8051 family, the use of
a compiler is generally preferred.
In most cases, the software supplied

with an evaluation kit has the following
functions and features:

- communication with the host computer;
- uploading and downloading a program
to/from the host computer;
- symbolic debugging;
- single-step debugging;
- setting breakpoints, doing 'sn.apshots',
register freezing, register tracing, set-
ting watchpoints, etc.
- offering an on-line assembler;
- offering an on-line disassembler.

Many microcontroller manufacturers
and other suppliers of development tools
sell a product referred to as Integrated
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FOCUS ON: MICROCONTROLLER DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS

Fig. 1. Typical example of a microcontroller system development tool. This is a mini-emulator
(courtesy Raisonance).

Development Environment, or IDE. The
IDE is aimed at giving the user ready ae-
cess to any development tool he 01' she
wishes to use. The number of IDEs run-
ning under Windows is increasing
rapidly. These are the features which
should be offered by a good development
environment:

- an easy-gaing and efficient user inter-
face, which assumes the use of
- a multi-windows editor;
- mouse contral;
- a quasi-automatie assembler-to-object
code translator;
- an interactive on-line help function;
- a notepad to record useful jottings dur-
ing the development phases.

Most assemblers corne complete with a
binary-to-Intelffex file format converter.
The IntelHex format is the standard for
most development systems and evalua-
tion boards.
Cross assemblers, like the CRoss-32

meta-assembler from Isit, are capable of
compiling object code for many types of
microcontrolJer (which are then calJed
target devices). The advantage ofworking
with a cross assembler is that it allows
you to work with more than one type of
microcontroller.

Hardware in mixed
systems
Although nearly a11 development tools
for microcontrollers include some hard-
ware, systems based on hardware onIy
are very rare. The hardware may be clas-
sified as folIows:

- development eards;
- evaluation eards;
- kits and starter kits;
- emulators.

In general, an emulator should have the
following abilities:

- trace in real time;
- set breakpoints;
- oparate in single-step mode;
- measure periods;
- visualize memory usage.

Spread throughout this article are sereen
snapshots of emulator programs running
under DOS and Windows.

The iCIBI is an example of a very power-
ful in-circuit emulator. Depending on the
plug-in socket 01' adaptor used, the iel81
emulates almost anything from a Z80 to

~$
an 8085, not forgetting the HD64189,- RC51 - sx
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DUne.

N., "" ~ 71.A ~" ..
~

~. ~ ~B c ~" "N" 5 .. ~. 7.. .~..
l"8l Type. .... .... gUBB A,.64 .~~".. ~" ~ ... .00 N"" 6..... .., A.I ..e .00 ..
l -, ~"8" ~UBR A,188 ... ... sx_menu <RC> _. seaa ,~ J' '"" "init <RC> DEFINE _2 --"2, .,- - A, • ..., ~::". sx_

_.
25"14 ." A.74 se_.
" - .... .~.,_.
" - A,eR8 "" ".~. GeH ~ J' '5H j 6119B\iA ...;I'" .n. "",7" ~~~:::eesc .= - ~.. ·. . '2H "" ·- Command. <CIIIIC> . ·

Fig. 2. A couple of screendumps showing ~r!.!.,~~h .. hhin a .... l ... n
·

development software running Windows. ""da ~
E-..1.to>" .... da i. ..,

Above: Re51 for the 8051. To the right: ·
pathFinder for the 68HC11 and the 8051.
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H8/500 senes: HB/520, HB/532, HB/534,
HB/536, H8/534S, H8/536S, HB/538,
H8/51 0

4-bit Microcontrollers
OKI
OLMS64K seties: MSM64162, MSM64164C, MSM64172, MSM6416r,
MSM64169', MSM641521L, MSM64153/L, MSM64155/L, MSM64158/L,
MSM64431, MSM644481, .
Toshiba
TLSC-42 series:TMP42COOY, TMP42(C)40P, TMP42(C)50N, TMP42(C)60N,
TMP42C66P, TMP42(C)70N,

8.bit Mlcrocontroller.
Motorola
68HCXXX seties: 68HCll, 68HC711, 68HC811 and their derivatives.
6XOX seties: 6809, 6309,

Intel
MCS®51 series: 8X31, 8X51, 8X32, 8X52, 8XC54, 8X5B, BX152,
MCS®-96 series: BXC194, BXC196,

Atmel
AT89 settes: ATB9C51, 8XC51, ATB9C52, ATB9C2051, AT89052

Philips Semiconductors
MAß84XX seties.
PCF84CXXXA seties.
PCD33XA series.
8XXXX series: 8051, 8XC750, 8XC748, 8XC751, 8XC749, 8XC752, 80C31,
8XC51,8XC451,8XC550,8XC851,8XC542,83C852,8XC575, 83C055and
many others.

SGS-Thomson Microelectronics
ST6 series: ST6210, ST6215, ST6220, ST6225, ST6240, ST6242, ST6245,
ST6260,ST6265.

National Semiconductor
COP800 seties: COPC912, COPC820, COPC840, COPC880, COPC8780128,
COPC8620, COPC8640.
COP888 settos.

Toshiba
TLCS-870 seties: TMP87PHOON/F, TMP87PH20/F, TMP87PM40N/F,
TMP87PH40N/F, TMP87PH46N, TMP87PH47U, TMP87PS64F,
TMP87PM78Fl K
TLCS-90 seties: TMP91 P640, TMP90PM40, TMP90P802AP, TMP90PH48F,

Siemens
8X5XX series: SAB80515, SABBOC535, 83C515A-A, SAB80C517, SAB80C537,
SAB83C517A-5.
C500 settes: SAB-C501/502/503,

Arizona Microchip Technology
PIC16CXX series: PIC16C54, PIC16C55, PIC16C56, PIC16C57, PIC16C5BA,
PIC16C64, PIC16C71, PIC16C74, PIC16C84,
PIC17CXX series: PIC17C42

Dallas Semiconductor
SoffMicro settes: OS5000(T)-X-Z, OS2250-X-Z, OS2251-X-Z, OS2252-X-Z
These are special devices. The first x in the type number lndlcates the slze of

the memory in kKBytes, The z
indicates the clock speed in
MHz, Thus a OS5000T-32-16
has 32 KBytes 01 internal
RAM, and runs at 16 MHz..
These devices co me in a 40-
pin SIMM enclosure, and have
an 8051 compatible inter1ace,
a non-volatile RAM 01 8, 32 or
64 KByte, and a builHn se rial
bootstrap loader.
DS8XCXXX series: OS80C320,
OS87C520, OS80C530

Hitachi
H8300 series: H8/322,
H8/323, H8/324, H8/325,
H8/3256, H8/3257, HB/326,
H8/327, H8/328, H8/329,
H8/330, H8/3332, H8/3334,
H8/336, H8/337, H8/338,
H8/350

FIg. 3. Wllh Ils 16 Kbyte. 01 EPROM,
.25 Kbytes 01 SRAM ond oU Ihe resl, Ihe
S87C520 Irom DaUas Semlconduclor ts

an ultra-modern version of the generie
8051 (courtesy DaUssSemlconduclor).

OKI
OLMS65K series: MSM65511,
MSM65512, MSM65513, MSM65514,
MSM65516, MSM65524, MSM65544,
MSM65,227, MSM65352,
MSM65355,MSM644481.

Texas Instruments
TMS370 series: TMS370C010,
TMS370C31 0, TMS370C311,
TMS370C610, TMS370C710,
TMS370C020, TMS370C022,
TMS370C320, TMS370C322,
TMS370C622, TMS370C722,
TMS370C032, TMS370C332,
TMS370C732, TMS370C040,
TMS370C042, TMS370C340,
TMS370C342, TMS370C642,
TMS370C742, TMS370C050,
TMS370C056, TMS370C058,
TMS370C150, TMS370C156,
TMS370C250, TMS370C256,
TMS370C350, TMS370C052, TMS370C352, TMS370C356, TMS370C058,
TMS370C358, TMS370C756, TMS370C75B,

Fig. 4. Members of Toshlba'
TLCS-870 10mUy 01 conlroUers
(courtesy To.hlba),

8/16-bltMI.ra.anlraUers
Intel
MCS® 251 series (8/16/32 bit reqisters).

OKI
OLMS66K settes: MSM661 01, MSM66201, MSM66417, MSM66507,
MSM66509,

SGS·Thomson Microelectronics
ST9 series: ST9020, ST90R26, ST90(')27, ST90(,)28, ST90(')30, ST9036,
ST90(,)40, ST90R50, ST90R51, ST92(')91, ST92(,)93, ST92(,)94

16-bit Microcanlrollers
Intel
MCS®96 seties: 8,C196

Fujitsu
F2MC-8U8LC series: (MB89'xx): MB89121, MB89123A, MB89125A,
MB89P131, MB89131, MB89P131, MB89133A, MB89135A, MB89144,
MB89145, MB89146, MB89147, MB89151/A, MB89152/A, MBB9153/A,
MB89154/A, MB89145/A, MB89161/A, MB89163/A, MB89165/A, MB89173,
MB89181, MB89182, MB89183, MB89191, MB89191A, MB89193,
MB89193A, MB89623, MB89625, MB89626, MB89627, MB89635, MB89636,
MB89637, MB89643, MB89645, MB89646, MB89647, MB89653A,
MB89655A, MBB9656A, MB89657A, MB89663, MB89665, MB89673,
MB89675, MB89677A, MB89816, MB89821, MB89823, MB89846, MB89855,
MB89857, MB89665, MB89667, MB89675.

Siemens
C16X seties: SAB-C165, SAB-C167
SAB8XC166 series: SAB80C166 SAB83C166-5, SAB883C166·5
SAß-CI67 series: SAB-C167-LM, SAB·C167-1 RM
SAß-CI65 series: SAB-C165·LM

OKI
DLMS67K series: MSM67620

Toshiba
TLCS·900 senes: TMP96C141 F, TMP96C041AF, TMP97C241 F, TMP97PS40F,
TMP97CS40F

Philips
Series based on 68000 •

"Processor based on 32-bits architscture.
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Fig. 5. The iC166 is areal-time emulator tor the 80C166. The unit sports 256 KBytes of emu-
lator memcry, and 128 KByte for hardware breakpoints (courtesy iSystem).

537, Z180, 182, and many more.
Impressive.

gards the popular MCS-51 family, Intel
seems to rely on the expertise brought in
by other, specialized, companies. Same
relevant products are mentioned below.
The list 18not exhaustive!

For the 80""
Intel itself supplies a development kit for
the devices in the 8XC196 family, con-
taining an assembler (ASM-96),a Sä-bit
floating point library, a locator/relocator
(RL-96), IC-96, PLM-96 and a converter
which turns object code into hexadeci-
mal. Also available is an iee (in-circuit
emulator) system with a window inter-
face, and a family of evaluation cards
sold under the name Ev80c196Kx. As re-

Keil supply a wide range of extremely
powerful products for the Mcs51® and
Mcs251® 'families, including an assem-
bler, compiler (c51 and c251J, areal-time
executive, a simulator and a starter kit,
Also available 1Sa macro assembler, A51
(or A251).
Hitex offer a simulator, a ROM monitor,

Fig. 6. Examples of microcontroller develop-
ment software running under DOS.
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an evaluation card and an emulator.
Inform is into development systems
based on fuzzy logic, more of which fur-
ther on.

The :MX51from Hitex is an ICEwhich op-
erates in conjunction with a development
environment called HTTOPwhich has
some very sophisticated functions.
The 'TELETEST-51', also from Hitex, is

capable of tackling more than 60 proces-
sors (status: September 1993), from the
8031 to the 83C851, and including sorne
'rare birds' like the 80CL410 and
83C662. 'I'his system is based on differ-
ent probes (interfaces) for the processors
supported.
Contrary to wh at you may associate

with its name, 'TELEMON8051' is a sys-
tem designed to develop applications for
the 8051, although its monitor calls for a
80C37.
Based on the TELETEST 51, the Tx51

may be used with the ROM-less members
of the 8051 family. This system is con-
nected to the parallel port of the host
computer.
The AX166from Hitex is an in-circuit

ernulator specifically designed for the
80C166 family of controllers. It is backed
by the HITOP development interface.
HlTOP166 and TELEMON166 together
form a very effective debugging utility.
HISIM166is a powerful simulator for

Inte!'s 80C166 controller.
The MCB-167 evaluation card shows

an interesting approach to development
systems for the 80C166/STlO controller.
Actually, it contains an 80C167 which
uses its bootstrap loader to copy the mcn-
itor - the 166 for dScope - into its
RAM. The 166 is a source debugger con-
sisting of a simulator and a target debug-
ger.

FUZZYTEC~ 1Sthe latest approach based
on fuzzy logic, marketed by Inform. The
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fuzzy development environment draws
heavily on graphics interfaces like
Windows. FllZZYTEC~ is available in
versions for the 196, 166, 51 and other
processors.

Siemens, like Intel, seems to leave de-
velopment systems for theu- microcon-
trollers to others. Siemens produces,
among others, the SAB80C51O/2/3,
SAB80C53517, SAB80C515/15N17 and
SAB83C515N17A, which are supported
by a range of development tools from var-
ious suppliers based on Keil products.
Raisonance (France) offers a number of
emulators for Siemens microcontrollers.

Boston Systems Office (BSO)supplies
development tools for the
SAB80C166/167 and 165.

Ashling supplies emulators for the
SAB80C166/167/165 from Siemens.

,

'1\,
>
l
•\,

For the ST62 family
SGS-Thomson has different starter kits Fig.7. Contents 01 the PICSTART-16C kit fram Microchip Technology.
for their microcontroller products:

- ST6220 Starter Kit for the
ST6210/15/20/24;
- ST6240 Starter Kit for the
ST6240/42/45;
- ST626x Starter Kit for tbe ST6260/65.

The ST9 family is supported by

- ST9040 Starter Kit; this relatively low-
cost system allows you to develop appli-
cations for the ST9 series of controllers,
and contains hardware, software, a
power supply, and components, to de-
velop applications based on tbe
ST90(x)xx.

lnterestingly, there 18also a FuzzyTEC!fID
version for the ST6215.

For PIe controllers
Arizona Mierechip has a range of tools to
develop applications on the basis of their
pie family of devices.
Tbe PICMASTER™·16B, for example, is

an in-circuit system emulator for
PIC16C71 controllers. Running under
Windows on a pe, it contains the pro-
grammer PROMATETM. assembler MPASM,
logic simulator MPSfM,a few sam ples, a
demonstration board, extensive docu-
mentation, an active probe card for the
PIC16C71 and a programming socket.
Impressive!
Similar products are the PICMAS-

TER™-16Cfor the PIC16C84, the PICMAS-
TER™-16D for the PIC16C54154N55
/56/57 and 58A, the PICMASTER™-16Efor
the PIC61C64, the PICMASTER™-16Ffor
the PIC16C74, and the PICMASTER™-17
for the PIC17C42. All of these are just as
complete as the 16B version of the PIC-
MASTER TM. The contents of these kits is
exemplary, and should set a standard in
microcontroller land. Not surprisingly,

an increasing number of designers comes
up with really interesting applications of
PIe controllers (witness some recent ar-
ticles in this magazine).
Arizona Microchip also offers a num-

ber of development kits fbr its PIC prod-
ucts. These are the PICSTART™-16b kit
for the PC16C54/54N55/56/57 and 58A,
PIC16C71 and PIC16C84; and the PIC-
START™-16C for the PIC16C64 and
PIC16C74. These development kits con-
tain a programmer board fOT the relevant
controller, an assembler, a sirnulator and
host system software (including commu-
nication tools etc.), a few sam ples, a
power supply, an RS232 linking cable
and, last but not least, extensive docu-
mentation which, again, is so good and
extensive that it sets a standard.
FuzZYTEClfID-MP is a set of develop-

rnent tools for tbe PIC16C5x, 16C6x and
17C42. These tcols include a demonstra-
tion board, a hardware proteetion key, an
RS232 connecting cable, sam pies of the
PIC16Cxx, a multi-purpose power supply
and documentation.
On a different tack, but still from

Arizona Microchip, is the PROMATE™ kit
which enables all members of the
PIC16C5X, 16Cxx and 17Cxx to be pro-
grammed. Apart from a versatile pro-
grammer, the kit also contains apower
supply, software which combines the
functions of assembler and simulator for
the PIC16cxx and PIC17Cx:x, an RS232
connecting cable, and extensive docu-
mentation.
The PICPROBE™-16 and PICPROBE™-

17 series from Arizona Mierechip con-
tains adaptor modules which allow the
PICMASTER™ emulator systems to be set
up for the different members of the
PIC16117 families. The kits include aU
the relevant hardware, software and doc-

umentation.
Microchip's PICDEM-l and PICDEM-2

are simple plug-and-play boards aimed
at demonstrating the capabilities of the
PIe microcontrollers.
Finally, contained in so me of the kits

mentioned above is an assembler for the
PIC16C5x/Cxx and PIC17C42, and/or a
simulator for the PIC16C5xJCx:x. The as-
sembler is capable of generating a nUID-
ber of output file formats.

Par-alfax Ine. supplies the Basic
Stamp~" a single-board computer based
on a 16C5x PIC controller, as weil as a
range of other products related more gen-
erally to the PIC microcontroUer. Abrief
overview of these exceLlent products 1S
given below.

• Assembler for PIC16Cxx
This product converts the source code of
a program written in assembler language
into a block of object code which may be
used by simulators and programmers.

• Logic simulator for PIC16Cxx
This piece of software simulates the exe-
cution ofPIC programs on a PC screen. It
is possible to do this in step-by-step
mode, or by setting breakpoints and then
checking what actuaUy happens inside
tbe processor by studying the data pre-
sen ted in a wiudow. Many software de-
velopers use this simulator for
experiments, and to da the initial debug-
ging rounds. The simulator may also be
used in conjunctian with I10 simulators,
and other in-circuit emulators.

• PIC16Cxx programmer
This piece of hardware enables you to
program, read and verify PICs. A aingle-
screen control program greatly simplifies
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.....

Cleerview=~::!-._- ---
In·Ci,cuit Emulatol fol PIC15Cu R-R.4LLAX :

Fig.8. The ClearView in-circuit PIC16Cxx emulator trom Parallax Inc. can run at a clock speed
between 32 kHz and 20 MHz.

the programming work.
In spite ofits small size, the program-

mer has an extension connector which al-
lows the use of different types of adaptor,
an 18/28 or 40-way ZIF socket, an 18/28-
way SOIC socket, OT a 20/28-pin SSOP
contact. Actual1y, this programmer Is all
you need to get started with these fasei-
nating devices called PIes.

t Backfiraft.I?" is the latest program-
mer launched by Parallax for the
PICI7C42.

• Unloader for PIC16C5x
This device acts as a ROM emulator for
the PICI6C5x, which it replaces in the
target system. The unload operation is
the 2-second equivalent of a much langer
'real world' cycle which normally com-
prises programming, c1earing and remov-
ing the device from the board.

• TrueFlight, a programmer/unloader for
the 7l/84
This unit forms a novel approach, com-
bining a programm er with an unloader

Fig. 9. This miniature programmer from
Paratlax is eapable of programming all
PIC16xx devices, as weil as reading and verl-
fying PICI6C5x, PIC16C64174 (with an adap-
tor), PIC16C71 and PIC16C84 devices
(courtesy Parallax Ine.)
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for the PICI6C7l and PICI6C84. It con-
tains an UV light source for olearing
(window-type) PICs before they are pro-
grammed again. The TrueFlight 1S the
'Swiss Army Knife' for PIC development
systems.

• Reflection, an I10 simulator
This system actually replaces the PIC in
a circuit, and operates as a kind of I10
extension to the logic simulator. Under
software contrcl, the hardware part of
Reflection reads the inputs arnong the
I10 lines.iand similarly writes to the out-
puts. Since the software simulates pro-
gram execution on a PC, the hardware
produces the corresponding action on the
I10 pins of the circuit under teat.
Pushing the limits of the circuita. this
system allows problems to be detected
which would normally be very hard to 10-
cate. This emulation technique is rela-
tively slow because it is controlled by a
PC. But then, one must never be too hur-
ried when developing a microcontroller
based application.

Parallax supplies another in-circuit emu-
lator, ClearView '5X™, which handles
nearly all PICs. This tool is marked by an
interchangeable osciilator capable of np-
erating at any frequency between 32 kHz
and 20 MHz. The ClearView 'xx™ uses
extension modules to adapt itself to dif-
ferent types of PIC controller.

C compilers are available, one for the
PICI6Cxx, and ancther for the
PICI6C/17xx, at reasonable cost.

The BASIC Stamp comes with a few util-
ities contained in the programming kit: a
cable to conneet the Stamp to the PC, a
program editor, and documentation.

Among the many other suppliers of 'tools
for the PIC trade' are Advanced
Transdata Corp., who make program-

mers, ICEs, and combination systems
comprising of an unloader, emulator and
a programmer, as weil as real-time emu-
lators (RICE,real-time in-circuit emula-
tor) .
Advin Systems, Inc. is on the mar-

ket with universal programmers.
Application Solutions, Inc. supply a
programming/demonstration card. Other
manufacturers of programmers are BP
Microsystems, Citadel Products Ltd.
and Data UO. As an aside, most of
today's mu.lti-device programmers are
capable of 'burning' PICs.

For the 68HCxx family
The flagship of Motorola's 'srnall' rnicro-
controller series, the 68HCl1, is sup-
ported by a number of development tools
from different manufacturers.
Mecalogic, for instance, supplies the

MHC811EME'embedded emulator' which
allows any program to be fine-tuned
wirhin the application circuit, requiring
no other tool than a PC hooked up to the
RS232 interface. This product, in the de-
velopment package vcrsion, is actually a
board containing its own microcontroller
and, depending on the exact version, dif-
ferent types ofmemory, zero-power RA.M:
and/or EEPROM linked to a sou.rce edi-
tor, an assembler which supplies object
code, a direct debugger, an RS232 cable
and a mains power adaptor.
Also from Mecalogic is the HC711D3

card, aimed at the MC68HC7llD3 con-
trcller. This card, which is much larger
than the MHC811EME,comes with a
source code editor, an assembler and a
real-time emulator.
I.S.I.T. offers several emulators, in-

cluding the WICE68HCll, a low-cost but
very powerful 68HCll emulator, and the
le181 professional multi-family emula-
tor.

And others ...
For the Texas Instruments TMS320 con-
troller, for instance, Convergie (Fr-ance)
offers aversion of FuzzyTECH.

Software-only products
One of the most spectacular ways of de-
signing a microcontroller system is with-
out doubt the 'software-only' method. As
far as we have been able to ascertain, the
only product in this field is The Realizer
from Actum Solutions.
As illustrated by the screendumps in

Fig. ll, all functions offered by the
Realizer are based on software only.
Since many of you may me unfamiliar
with the concept of system design based
on software only, abrief rundown of the
basic operation of The Realizer is given
below.
Having chosen an existing project, or

given a name to a new project, you can
get to work. The first phase consists of
drawing the logic diagram of the circuit
with its sub-units. Next, you go through
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an analysis phase, during which the pro-
gram checks tbat everything is in accor-
dance with the design rules. Next, the
program does a simulation round, show-
ing the states of outputs, and the value of
variables) using graphics if so required.
Once you bave your 'ok' for the differ-

ent stages of the process, it is time to se-
lect the hardware configuration you wish
to implemerrt, in other words, the target
processor for which the code should be
written. This is done durmg the final de-
sign phase, with the aid of an assembler
for the relevant processor/controller.
A new version of The Realizer, v2.0,

runs under Windows. It is still being de-
veloped, and Actum hope to release it
later this year. Like the DOS version, the
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Fig. 11. The Realizer trom Actum Solutions in action.

The program reports on the results of
a simulation run by means of visualiza-
tion objects such as switches, fuses, scope
screens and signal generators.

(950019)
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THE DIGITAL SOLUTION

TTnowledge is power. Knowl-
~~dge stored in written or
printed form, whether it be the
Yellow Pages, a nautical chart
or a computer handbook, gives
power to the person who has
access to it. As far as possible,
access must be easy, fast and
cheap. For thousands of years,
libraries have been the most
important large-scale stores of
information. We include works
of fiction and works of art such
as musie CDs among the infor-
mation stored there for, al-
though they may not supply us
with irrefutable facts, they tell
UB about the culture, the times
or the personalities of the
authors and artists who pro-
duced them. The problem with
Iibraries 1Sthe ever-increasing
volume of information, de-
man ding more and more
storage space. Already, many
libraries have Da room on their
open shelves for the whole of
their collections. Less-fre-
quently consulted works have
to be stored away in less acces-
sible seetions, eontrary to the
need for easy aeeess.
One way of eountering the

expansion of published infcr-
mation is to reduce the physi-
cal size of the doeuments.
Microfiche has been used suc-
eessfully for this purpose, and
many journals and archives
are or were pubhshed in this
form. But microfiche, though
more accessible in the sense
that the equivalent of the
shelf-full of books can be held
in one hand, still requires the
reader to 'turn the pagee'. No
matter how systematieally the
data is arranged on the micro-
fiche, it takes an appreciable
time to sean the rows and
colurons ofimages.
The digital solution is to

store da ta in the memory of a
computer, where it can be ac-
cessed at high speed and
where it is possible to .imple-
ment search routines to take
the user direct to the informa-
tion required. With the advent
of multimedia systems on
horne computers, anyone can
have an encyclopaedia, a die-
tionary of quotations, an atlas,

Part 5 - 5toring data

By Owen Bishop <I-.

In this series we look closely at digital electronics,
what it is, what it does, how it works, and its

promise for the future.

a world almanack, a history
book, a book offacts and a the-
saurus on Mierosoft's Book-
shelrCD-ROM at a very afford-
able cost. With searching and
cross-referenee facilities bridg-
ing all the 'books' on the shelf,
digital techniques are making
knowledge, and therefore
power, available on a much
wider scale than hitherto. As
computer networks proliferate,
we shall be able to obtain in-
stantly an increasingly wide
range of information world-
wide, simply by keying in a
few commands at the computer
keyboard.

Data storage
Ta understand how these infor-
mation systems are being re-
alised, let us look at the way a
single unit of information may
be stored. The single unit of in-
formation is the binary digit or
bit, We represent it by one of
its two possible states, '0' or '1',
eorresponding to truth or false-
ness. Depending on the con-
text, a binary digit may have
cne of many meanings, such
as: 'the car park is full/not
full', 'the aceount 1S in credit
/debi t', or 'the person is

Fig.39

over/under 60 yerars old'. In a
different context, and together
with a few thousand other bits,
it may represent a note from a
performance of Beethoven's
Fifth Symphony.
One way of storing a bit is

to use a circuit known as a
bistable (US: flip-flop). Later
we shal1 look at an even sim-
pler cireuit, but the bistable is
the conventional storage unit.
This circuit can exist in either
one or two stable states, with
one transistor switched on, the
other switched off. Suppose
that in Fig. 39 Qo is on and Qj
is off. The LED is not lit and
we take this to mean that the
bistable is storing a O. If we
apply a negative pulse to input
1 (for example, by briefly
grounding it), the base current
to Qo is interrupted, turning
the transistor off. As a result,
Qj is turned on and the LED is
Iit. The bistable has changed

0

er
·~•~
'5·i er~~

2

to its other stable state and is
now storing a L Grounding
input 1 a seeond time has no
effect, but, if input 0 is
grounded, the circuit changes
baek to its original state, stor-
ing O. This circuit can 'remem-
ber' which of its inputs was
most recently made low.
We have talked about

grounding the inputs, but the
triggering input could corne in-
stead as a low-going pulse
from a sensor circuit or from
another logic circuit, applied to
one or other of the input termi-
nals. The indicator LED in
Fig. 39 is not an essential part
of the bistable; instead, the
value (0 or 1) of the stored
data can be read by logic cir-
cuits eonnected to the output
terminal.
Figure 39 is only one of the

many possible ways of building
a bistable. We also make them-
frorn JFETs, op amps and
MOS-FETs, usually as rcs.
The bistable shares with many
others kinds of memory circuit
the fact that the da ta is lost
when the power is switched
off. When the power is
switched on aga in, the state
into whieh the bistable goes
depends on slight differences

databits
2 0

,

,
, er , er, ,,-

• 'er

~----~~v~~----~
4·BtT OUTPUT 940120 . 5 ·40
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between the two resistors or
the two transistors, not on the
data that was previously
stored. This kind of data
storage is described as being
volatile. Storing data in a
short-lived way is quite unlike
storing data in books and li-
braries, but is entirely accept-
able for data that is continu-
ally changing. One of the com-
monest instances of the use of
bistables for temporary data
storage is the memory of a
oomputer, which we discuss
later, but first we consider per-
manent data storage.

Permanent storage
Digital techniques include two
main ways of permanent data
storage, both of which are the
equivalent of the printed or
hand-written document. One
technique is purely electronic.
the other involves a recording
medium such as magnetic
tape. We look at electronic
techniques now and discuss
recording media next month.
The electronic equivalent of
the printed book is the Read
Only Memory or ROM. Just as
the data stored in a book is
placed there when it is
printed, so the data stored in a
ROM 1S placed there when it is
manufactured. To store any

DECOOED
ADDRESS
UNE --,----+--

DATA
OUT

940120 - 5 - 42
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significant amount of informa-
tion, a ROM must be capable
of storing more than a single
bit. Generally, ROMs store sev-
eral thousands or even mil-
lions of bits.
With so many bits to store,

it is essential for them to be or-
ganized in a systematic way
and for us to have some means
of accessing the particular bit
or group of bi ts that we re-
quire. One of the ways in
which this is done is shown in
Fig. 40. The bits are organized
into groups of four, so that one
group represents a 4-bit binary
number or code, known as a
nybble. We have restricted the
size of the group to four bits to
make the diagr-am simpler.
Although same ROMs da, in
fact, access the bits in fours, it
is more usual for them to be
stored in groups of eight,
known as bytes. In Fig. 40,
there are four data lines (num-
bered 0 to 3), one for each of
the bits in the nybble. There
are three address lines (num-
bered 0 to 2), one for each of
the nybbles stored in this
ROM. Thus, the organization
of the memory seetion of this
very simple ROM is three nyb-
bles, each of four bits. This
makes a total of 12 memory
units, or memory cells. The
data for each nybble is stored
in four cells.
So that we can gain access

to one particular nybble, the
ROM IC also needs an address
decoder. This is a simple logic
circuit, which takes the binary
address supplied to it from an
external control circuit and
puts a logic high on the appro-
priate one of the address lines.
The address decoder has a
truth table as shown in
Table 1. As this table shows, a
2-bit address covers a11 ad-
dresses from 0 to 3, but this
ROM has no cells at address 3.

Input
B A

0 0
0 1
1 0
1 1

Output on address line
2 1 0

o 0
o 1
1 0
not used

1
o
o

To follow how data 1S read
from the ROM, suppose we
want to read the data stored at
address 1. The address inputs
are set to 01, and the decoder
makes address line 1 go high.
This address line has the con-
trol inputs of three voltage-
controlled switches connected
to it as shown in Fig. 40. All
three switches are closed when
address line 1 is made high.
This connects data lines 0, 1
and 3 to the positive supply
rail. Data line 2 has no switch,
so it 1S not connected to a data
line. The resu1t is that the out-
put of the ROM becomes 1011,
which is the data stored at ad-
dress 1.
When the ROM is manufac-

tured, the pattern of the mask
produces a switching circuit
where a 1 is to be stored and
no connection where a 0 1S to
be stored. A ROM fabricated in
this way is sometimes called a
mask ROM to distinguish it
from other kinds of ROM. Once
the mask has been prepared,
the pattern can not be altered.
In consequence, it is possible
to read data from the chip, but
not to write data into it. This
is the significance of the term
read only.
The switching circuit in

each cell of a ROM can take
many forms, two more of
which are shown in Fig. 41. At
(a), we use a diode. Normally,
the data line is held low by the
connection to 0 V through the
resistor. When the voltage on
the address Iine exceeds the
forward voltage of the diode,
the data line goes high. In (b),
the switch is a transistor. The
line is normally held high, but
a high voltage on the address
line turns the transistor on,
causing the output to go low.
A slightly different kind of

switching circuit is shown in
Ftg, 42. with a fusible link be-
tween the transistor and the
data line. When the chip is
manufactured, every cell has a
switch like this, so a byte-store
chip has 11111111 stored at

Table 1

every address. The ROM is
prepared for use by program-
ming it with the data that is to
be stored in it. This type of
ROM is known as a program-
mable ROM or PROM. Special
programming equipment writes
data into each address in turn.
For a given address, the data
lines that are to be Osare con-
nected to 0 V. A higher than
usual voltage is applied to the
address line. This causes the
transistor to be switched on
and a large current flows to
the data line, large enough to
fuse the link. This disconnects
the data line from the transis-
tor at that address; in effect,
the transistor is no longer
there. At each cell, an intact
link (= switch present) is
equivalent to aland a de-
stroyed link (= switch absent)
is equivalent to a O. The pro-
gr-amrning equipment is usu-
ally loaded with the data that
is to be stored and automati-
cally transfers it to the PROM.
PROMs can be mass-pro-

duced so they are much
eheaper than mask ROMs. By
contrast, mask ROMs are ueu-
ally required in small num-
bers, so their price has to be
relatively high if their produc-
tion costs are to be recovered.
This limits the use of mask
ROMs to regularly-required
applicatious, such as programs
for the basic booting up system
of a computer or for storing
data for look-up tables.
PROMs are more suitable for
specialist equipment that is
manufactured in relatively
small numbers. They are also
used in development proto-
types, since a new PROM can
be programmed each time the
design of the equipment is re-
fined.

Erasable memory
Once a fusible-link PROM has
been 'blown', it is still possible
to reprogram ls to Os, but it is
not possible to reprogram Os to
ls. For aIl practical purposes,
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fusible-link PROMs are pro-
grammable only once.
Another class of PROM is

the erosoble PROM or EPROM.
Data is stored into this by
placing a eh arge on a capaci-
tor. Figure 43 shows the
storage element and, as in the
other types of ROM, these are
usually arranged in address-
able groups, nybbles 01' bytes.
The element is an NMOS tran-
sistor with an unusual gate,
which is completely insulated
by being embedded in the sili-
con dioxide layer. With the
gate uncharged, it is possible
for electrons to pass from
source to drain; the transistor
is on and represents a 1. The
transistor 15 programrned to
become a 0 by placing a nega-
tive charge on its gate. A high
potential difference between
source and drain injects eIee-
trons into the gate. They Te-
main there when the pd is re-
moved, repelling electrons in
the substrate and so prevent-
ing current from flowing
through the transistor. Since
the gate retains its charge in-
definitely (for many years at
least), it is called a floating
gate.
An EPROM is virtually a

permanent data store for it is
likely that the equipment itself
will become obsolete before the
charges leak away from the ca-
pacitors. But there may be a
need to revise the data, per-
ha ps to im prove the perfor-
mance of the equipment, in
which event the EPROM can
be erased and reprogrammed.
Erasing requires the charge to
be removed from the gate. This
is done by exposing the chip to
ultraviolet (UV) radiation for a
period of about 30 minutes. To
allow for this, the package of
an EPROM has a quartz win-
dow just above the chip. Irra-
diation with UV light provides
the electrons with extra energy
which allows them to escape
from the gate. The ease with
which EPROMs may be repro-
grammed repeatedly makes
them ideal for developmental
work.
Another type of reprogram-

mable ROM is the electrically
erasable programmable ROM,
or EEPROM. This has a simi-
lar structure to that in Fig. 43,
but with a second gate, known
as the control gate, on the
upper surface of the silicon
diox:ide, just above the floating
gate. The control gate is elec-
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trically connected to erasing whole chip can be erased in
circuits. The EEPROM is pro- Olle operation and an the data
grammed in the same way as stored converted to 15, 01' bits
an EPROM, but the erasing can be changed individually.
technique is different. A posi- Erasing a whole chip takes
tive voltage is applied briefly about 20 ms, a much quicker
to the control gate, causing process than irradiating with
electrons in the floating gate to UV light. EEPROMs have ap-
tunnel their way through the plications sirnilar to those of
silicon dioxide, and so die- EPROMs and, since they are
charging the floating gate. more quickly reprogrammed, it
This restores the bit stored in is feasible to use them as non-
that cell to 1. If required, the volatile read/write memory, as

we shall describe later.

Readjwrite memory
The most commonly used
name for this type of memory
is random a.ccessmemory, oth-
erwise known as RAM. This is
an unfortunate name for two
reasons. One 1S that the word
'random' implies (to a statisti-
cian at least) that access to the
memory locations is a haphaz-
ard affair, which it most cer-
tainJy is not. Secondly, if we
accept that 'random access'
means that we can access any
memory location we choose at
any time (as opposed to having
to read them or write to them
in numericalorder of addressl,
the same description applies
equally to ROM. Both types of
memory have (sc-called) ran-
dom access, but the description
is conventionally applied to
only one ofthem.
Figure 44 shows the cir-

cu.itry present at each cell of a
typical RAM. It has a layout
similar to that of the bistable
in Fig. 39, which is to be ex-
pected, because a bistable is
easily written to and read
from. When the bistable is
storing a 0, Qo is on and Ql is
off When it is storing a 1, Qo is
off and Ql is on. The transis-
tors in this bistable are un-
usual in baving three emitters.
'Iwo of these are connected to
address lines X and Y. When a
cell is not being addressed,
either X or Y or both are low
and current passing through
the 'on' transistors Ilows intc
X, 01' Y, or both. No current
flows out through the sense-O
01' sense-L lines. Thus, the cell
is effectively inactive. A cell is
addressed by rnaking both its
X-address and Yaddress in-
puts high. This prevents CUT-

rent from flowing to the ad-
dress lines. Instead. it, flows
out through one of the sense
lines. Which line it flows
through depends on which
transistor is OD. If Ql is on,
current flows into the sense-t
line, but no current flows to
the sense-O line because Qo 1S
off. In summary, to read from a
cell, apply a high voltage to
both its X and Y address lines,
and monitor its sense-ü and
sense-l outputs. Note that
reading the contents of a cell
does not alter its contents; the
stete of the bistable is un-
changed. We say that readout
is non-destructioe.
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When a cell is to be written
to, its address lines are both
made high, as above. A tr'an-
sistor which is on can be
turned off simply by making
its sense line high so that no
current can flow out of any of
ita emitters. The sense line of
the other transistor must be
made low, allowing it to be
turned on as the bistable
changes state.
Figure 45 shows how foul'

such cells are addressed indi-
vidually. There are two X-ad-
dress lines, corresponding to
the rows of cells, and two Yad-
dress lines corresponding to
the columns of cells. Ta ad-
dress the lower cell in the 1eft
column, we make Xv = 0, Xl =
1, Ya = 1 and Y 1 = O. The
sense-O connections of al1 cells
are made to a common sense-O
line. There is also a common
sense-1 line. Only Olle cel1 1S
active at any one time so its
state can be read by monitor-
ing the current on the two
sense lines. Ta write a 0 to a
given cell, we make the
sense-O line high and the
sense-Lline low, then address
the cell. To write a 1, we make
sense-O low and sense-I high,
then address the cell.
RAM chips employing bipo-

lar junction transistors have a
short access time: of the order
of 25 ns. Those based on aimi-
lar operating principles, but
using NMOS technology, have
a much longer access time:
usually 200-400 ns. 'I'his is no
disadvantage in many applica-
tions. The big advantage of
NMOS chips is that the tran-
sistors are much smaller than
BJT types, so many more can
be packed on to a single chip.
Memories storing over a mil-
lion bits, that is, over 130 kilo-
bytes, are commonly available
and are inexpensive. The
newer CMOS high-speed
RA1Vt:shave access time aver-
aging 30-50 ns and are replac-
ing BJT RAMs in most appli-
cations.
It is possible to have the

best ofboth worlds with a non-
volatile RAM that comprises a
RAM and an EEPROM on the
same chip. Their addressing is
such that each bit in the RAM
is activated at the same time
as the corresponding bit in the
EEPROM. Reading from and
writing to the RAM is fast and,
at any instant, the contents of
the RAM can be copied into the
EEPROM at high speed. Once
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in the EEPROM, the data is
non-volatile and is retained
when the power 1S switched
off. Wben the power is
switched on again, data in the
EEPROM is copied back into
theRAM.

Dynamic RAM
The RAMwe have described so
far is known as static RAM.
Once the flip-flop has been put
into a given state, 0 or I, it re-
mains in that state until its
state is changed by writing
new data into it, or until the
power is switched off. By con-
trast, there is a type of RAM.:
known as dynamic RAM. The
ward 'dynamic' suggests move-
ment and change. The reason
for this name is best uuder-
stood by looking at the struc-
ture of a single cell (Fig. 46).
The cell consists solely of a
MOSFET and a capacitor. The
MOSFET acts as a transmis-
sion gate, which is the equiva-
lent of a switch. When the ad-
dress Iine is made high, the
transistor is turned on and
current is able to ftow in either
direction tbrough it. When the
address line is low, there is vir-
tually uo conduction through
the transistor and the capaci-
tor is isolated. To write data to
the cell, the address line is
made high and the data is
made high or low, depending
on whether a 1 or a 0 is to be
stored. Current flows through
the transistor, either charging
or discharging the capacitor.
The address line is then made
low again and the capacitor re-
tains its charge. To read from
the cell, the address line is
made high. If a 1 is stored
there, some of the charge on
the capacitor fiows through the
data line, is amplified and reg-
istered as a logic 1. But the act
of reading removes some of the
charge; we say that the read-
out is destructiue. As a conse-
quence of this, the memory
must be refreshed, topping IIp
the charge on each charged ca-
pacitor. This is done automati-
cally by reading the stored
data at regular intervals and
immediately storing the same
da ta back into each cell. This
can be done on a row-by-row
basis to save time and needs to
be done every few millisec-
onds. The refresh cycle is part
of the operating sequence of a
modern computer. Dynamic
memory control JCs are used to

Comparator output
high
low
higb
low
high
low
low
high

correct, retain
present setring
correct, conversion
complete

2. Uin = -(-5x250/400) = 3.125 V (R, C and clock rate da not
enter into the calculation.

3. 15 comparators; 0.3125 V

ADDRESS UNE

940120 - 5 - 46

Fig.46

perform this task, or the con-
trol units may be built into the
dynamic memory JC. The need
to refresh this type of RAM
makes the timing of the com-
puter's processiug more com-
plicated and more cr'itical. No
other memory operations can
take place whi le the RAM is
being refreshed, so the rate of
operat.ion of the computer is
reduced. But the cell of the dy-
namic RAM is so small that
millions of cells can be accom-
modated on a single chip: an
advantage that outweighs the
disadvantages. Dynamic RAM
chips with 4 01' 16 megabytes
capacity are commonplace and
are more widely used nowa-
days than static RAMs.

Storage and usage
Those who are unfamiliar with
the ways of the computer may
wand er why it is so important
to be able to store vast quanti-
ties of data in such a hurry. If
studying a screenful of data or
printing out a table of da ta
takes several minutes, it
would seem that whether RAM
is stored or read by the com-
puter in nanoseconds, mi- 2.
croseconds or even milli sec-
onds is quite immaterial. The
key to the situation is that
RAM is a bottleneck, and one
reason for this is that storing a

Answers to TestYourself 4
1. Control output

00000000
10000000
01000000
00100000
00110000
00101000
00101100
00101110
00101101

THE DIGITAL SOLUTION - 5

bit in RAM costs areund 1000
firnes as much as storing it on
a magnetic disk, so we keep
RAM to a minimum. In addi-
tion, RAM requires power, it
generates heat which has to be
got rid of if the circuits are to
function properly and it takes
up an appreciable area of the
computer mother board.
'T'herefore, we store as much
data as possible in peri pheral
storage (for example, magnetic
disk) and use RAM only for the
currently importaut activities.
At the beginning of a comput-
ing session, RAM is loaded
with the main program and
the subsidiary programs
needed to support it, since
these programs can be run
only when they are in RAM.
The remainder of the RAM is
available for data that the pro-
grams rnight need and for any
data generated by the program
itself. Usually, RAM is not big
enough to hold the whole pro-
gram or all the data. The fre-
quent whirring of disk drives
indicates that the computer is
continually loading data from
disk to RAM and storing data
from RAM to disk as the pro-
gram proceeds from stage to
stage. Unless data can be
transferred between RAM and
disk at high speed, the overall
operation of the computer is
slowed down. This is why ac-
cess times need to be reckoned
in nanoseconds.

[940120-V]

Testyourself 5
1. What data is stored in
nybble 2 in Fig, 40?

Design an address decoder
for the ROM of Fig. 40, in
which none of the address
lines are made high when
the input is 11.

DAC output (V)
0.00
1.28
0.64
0.32
0.48
0.40
0.44
0.46
0.45

00101101 0.45



STEPPERMOTOR CONTROL

Many PC users use their computer to control
electromechanical systems. In these applications, it is often
required to switch and control stepper motors. The circuit
presented here communicates with the PC via the serial
(RS232) interface, and is capable of driving two stepper
motors. One of these does half steps only, the other, half or full
steps. The control board is a truly multi-purpose design which
is suitable for a wide variety of electromechanical applications
based on stepper motors.

Design by B. Yahya

STEPPER motors are ideal compan-
ions for many electromechanical

contt-ol apphcattons. The sptndle of a
stepp er motor rotatee by an accurately
defined amount whenever a clock
pulse is fed to the controller.

Dependtng on the mode in which the
motor operates, a full turn of the spin-
die is usually divided into 100 or
200 steps, hence the name stepper
motor. Provtded the design of the con-
troller is rtght, the relative postnon of

the spindle is always known.
With an ordinary d.c. motor, extra

thmgs are required to determine the
position of the spindIe. Stepper motors
have another important advantage:
torque is established as soon as the
motor is actuated. Consequently, the
spindie may be loaded at any time, and
irrespective of its speed. By compari-
son, a d.c. motor must run at a certain
minimum speed to develop torque on
the spindle. Of course. stepper motors
also have disadvantages. While a nor-
mal d.c. motor can be switched on and
off by a simple relay, a stepper motor
always requires a dedtcated controller
for the same function.
The multi-purpose control pre-

sen ted in this article solves the prob-
lems associated wtth drivmg a stepper
motor in a simple manner. It enables
any PC or compatible to take control of
a stepper motor with the aid of a set of
simple commands. via the serial inter-
face.
The card contains the complete con-

trol legte for two motors: a main motor
and ari auxtliary motor. The main
motor may be operated in half-step or
full-step mode. The auxiliary motor op-
erates in half-step mode only. In addt-
tion to two stepper motor drivers. the
card also contatns eight digital tnputs
and five digital outputs. whose current
level can be interrogated and changed
directly by the computer. These [jO
lines are very useful for additional con-
trol functions.
Because the interface on the step-

per motor card communicates via a
standard RS232 or RS485 link, it can
be used with almost any PC or micro-
controller system.

Serial interface
Figure 1 shows the complete circuit
diagram of the stepper motor control.
Despite its wide range of optione, the
circuit is reasonably simple and com-
pact. As already mentioned. cornmuni-
cation is via a standard RS232
interface. Here, the interface is de-
stgncd such that is may also be used
with RS485 ports. If thts option is
used, up to 16 of these stepper motor
controllers may be connected in paral-
lel to the computer's serial port. The
RS232jRS485 connection on the
motor tnterface (K2) is realized by a
standard 9-way sub-D socket. A key
functron in the interface is perforrned
by [C3' a stngle-vclrage RS232 Une drt-
ver/recerver type MAX232 from
Maxim, lnc. This driver JC has on-
board voltage step-up converters
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the intelligent stepper motor control. At the heart of the circuit is a pre-programmed microcontroller type 87C51.

based on charge pumps which fumish
the positive and negative RS232 line
voltagcs (approx. 10 V). The IC also
buffers the TxD and RxD stgnals of the
nucrocontroller in the crrcuf t, IC I, as
well as two handshaking stgnals, RfS
and CTS.
The TxD (transmit data) line con-

tains a resistor. R2S, and a dtode. D16.
These components are only required if
the RS485 interface ts used. If you re-
quire just the RS232 interface. R25
may be replaced by a wire link. If the
card ts connected to an RS485 system,
resistor R25 may be present on one
eard only. On allother cards, it must
be ornitted (t.e.. removed or not fitted.
NOT replaced by a wire ltnkll.
The configuration of the RS485 sys-

tem is shown in Fig. 2. The address of
the Interface, 0 through 15, ts pre-set
wtth the aid of DlL switch S,. If you
use only one eard, SI may be omitted,
so that address 0 is used to communi-
cate with the card.
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The protocol

The structure of the eommunication
protocoJ designed for the stepper
motor control is straightforward and,
therefore, very flexible in everyday use.
The computer sends an instruction to
the interface, which responds by per-

forrntng it, In case the interface ts still
working on a previous instruction, the
computer receives a status word which
has bit 7 at logic T. The computer rec-
ogntzes this as an 'Interface busy' stg-
nal, and keeps sending the current
tnstruction until a status word is re-
ceivcd whose bit 7 is at '0'. This may

Number of motors:
Modes:
steps/s:
Motor 1:
Motor 2:
Digital inputs:
Outputs:
Interface:
Available card addresses:

Serial da ta format:

MAIN TECHNICAL DATA
2
half-step and full-step
30 to 1.000
biphase, rnax. 750 mA per winding
biphase, max. 2 Aper winding
8 (TTL)
5 (5V or 24V, rnax. 500 mAl
RS232 or RS485
16
2400 baud, no parity, 8 databits, 1 stop bit
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1I
:l....-

TxO 5
~8card 0

HOST
3@ I address I

~8RxO

I ....,
3 5 3 5 3 5

*a· *a· *a· * see text

card 3 card 2 card 1

950038 - 12

Fig.2. Showing how up to 16 stepper motor controls may be connected to an RS485 interface.

look fairly complex. but the aim ts to
enable several parallel connected in-
terfaces to be used. The simple prcto-
col thus prevents any one of the
interfaces from putttng data on to the
serial bus at an arbttrary moment,
thereby corrupting the communication
between the pe and another interface.
An interface should return the status
ward within 10 ms after receipt of an
instruction. If this does not happen,
something is wrang.

Switching currents

All of the intelligence offered by the
control is vested in lCl> a pre-pro-
grammed microcontroller type 87C51.
The tWQ stepper motor controllers are
connected to port PI. while port P3
communicates wtth the sertal Interface
and the interface address encoding cir-
cuit. The interface address can be set
to a value between 0 and 15 with the
aid of DIP swttch SI. The address is

read from the swttch after each system
reset. and stored in the tnter-nal RAM
memory.
The sm all motor is powered by an

L6219 stepper motor driver IC from
SGS-Thomson Microelectronics. This
driver uses pulsewidth modulation to
control the current through the two
stator wtndtngs. The current is ad-
justed with the aid of preset P2. TwO
Re networks, R15-C15 and RI6-CI6• de-
termine the off-time of the upper tran-

L6219, a compact controller

The L6219 is abipolar monolithic integrated circuit intended to contral and drive both windings abipolar stepper motor, or
bidirectionally contral two d.c. motors.
The L6219 with a few extern al components torms a complete control and drive circuit for LS-TIL or a microprocessor
controlled stepper motor system. The power
stage is a dual lu li-bridge capable 01 sustaining
50 V, and includes lour diodes lor current COMPARATOR LOGle LOAD
recirculation. INPUTt RC1 SUPPLY SUPPLY

A cross-conduction protection is provided to !--
avoid simultaneous cross conduction when the >----0 --{>-

OUTtA
1., LOGte POWER

~ UIN~IHGswitching current is reversed. 111 >----0 CURREHT --j BRIDGE

An internal pulse-width modulation (PWM) PHASE1 >----0 SELEeT 1

T ~
DUTt8

circuit controls the output current to a VREF1
maximum nominal value of 750 mA, with a I THERMAL I

SHUTDOUNpeak start current 01 up to 1 A. VREF2 r--
The nominal motor winding current is set for >----0 H>- POWER

OUT2A
1.2 LOGIC

each bridge individually by a relerence voltage, 112 >----0 CURREHT f--oj - BRIDGE ~ IJIN~ING

while a number 01 logic Inputs contro I the PHASE2 < >----0 SELECT 2
motor direction and mode 01 operation (hall- OUT28

step, lull-step or micro-step). SHD COMPARATOR RC2 SENSEt SEHSE2
A thermal protection circuit disables the INPUT2 RSEHSEt RSENSE2

outputs if the chip temperature exceeds sale .~.~ 950038 -14
operating limits.
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sistors in the internal brtdge crrcutt.
Pins 23 and 3 of the L6219 are con-
nected to sensor reststors Rl7 and R19.
These reststors measure the current
through the stator wtnötngs. Re filters
R16~C18and R18~CI9filter the voltages
developed by these resistors before a
comparator compares the voltages
wtth a reference level.
The main motor is controlled by two

ICs, also from SGS-Thomson: an L297
and an L298. The former generates the
pulses for the motor contrcl. while the
L298 contatns a bridge driver whtch
forms the actual Interface with the mo-
tors. The bastc operation of these ICs
rs discussed briefly in an insel.
The VREF input oflCs is connected to

a fairly complex circuit. which reduces
the current through the stator wtnd-
ings during the 'off pertods. This is
done under software control. The volt-
age at the VREF input ts compared with
the voltage dropped by R21 and R22. If
the voltage across these resrstors ex-
ceeds the reference level, the motor
current is interrupted. In this way. the
current through the stator windtng is
held at a predefined limit.
At power-on, the VREF input of IC6 is

pu lied to ground via transistor T2.
Consequently, no current is allowed to
flow through the motor's stator wind-
ing. After the reset period, VREF Is held
at a voltage whtch ts supplied by a
voltage dtvtder conststrng of RI1 and
R12• Thts guarantees a minimum hold
current. As soon as the motor has to
run. the input of IC4b is pulled low.
Consequently, capacitor CiO is charged
via diode D]. and the outputs of rc4c
and IC4d drop low. LED D1 hghts, and
Tl starts to conduct. so that RiO is con-
nected in parallel wtth RJJ, and VREF is
effectively raised. From then on, cur-
rent Is a1lowed to flow through the
motor winding again. A few nulltsec-
onds after the motor ts tnstructed to da
a step, the system may switch back to
standby current. The number of mtl-
liseconds depends on the tnertra of the
stepper motor used. Hence. thts time
can be adjusted with apreset, PI.
Two inputs on the processor are re-

senred for the end switches, which
should be normally closed (n.c.) types.
K7 should be opened when motor MI is
in the zero posttton. When K8 is
opened. the software assumes that
motor M2 has arrived at Its zero post-
tion. In thts way, the sptndle posrtton
can be made to correspond with the
posttton recorded by the software. This
reference position has to be found any
time the system ts reset. A special in-
structton ts reserved in the software
for this function.
The P2 lines of the microcontroller

are connecled to a type ULN2003
buffer/driver whose outputs are capa-
ble of drtving relays with a coil voltage
of 5 V or 24 V. The load should be con-
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nected between the ftrst connection of
K,;, and the desired output of lC2. The
voltage level (5 V or 24 V) is selected
with the aid of wire link Kg•
The microcontroller operates in a

standard configuration with the clock

oscillator r-unrnng at 12 MHz. The
reset signal ts automatically furnished
by Cl and R1 when the card ts
swttched on. The 1/0 lines of port PO
are fitted wtth pull-up resistors from a
SIL array. Because these inputs have

L297 and L298: a powerful pair
The auxiliary motor is controlled by a combination circuit consisting of an L297
and an L298N, both tram SGS-Thomson. The L297 is the controller, while the
L298N contains the power driver section in the form of a double bridge circult,
The latter le controls the current through the stator winding by means of pulse-
width modulation. The L297 has a clock input and two control inputs to select
the motor direction, and switch the mode of operation between half-step and
lull-step.

A lNHI B C iNH} 0

""HAlFIFUllo-! -I---'-l
5TEI"

RESE"T

DIREcnON
(CWICCW)

OUTPUT LOOIC

)- __ --j--OENABlE

o-+------!TRANSlATOR 1. -rr---I--OCONTROL

'03

'0'

c 0

Q S S 0

+---t-o SYNC
",'ME

SENS I V,t'f SENS 2
950038 -15

The L298 is a double bridge used in combination with, for instance, the L297.
The bridge is capable 01 supplying a nominal current 01 2 A, and peak currents
01 up to 3 A, at a maximum supply voltage 0136 V.
The stator current wh ich flows through the bridge causes a voltage drop across
the sense resistors connected to the commen emitter terminals of the lower
transistors in the bridge. These terminals are bonded out to pins 1 and 15. The
L297 compares the voltage across the sense resistors with the reference voltage
at its pin 15. Increasing or decreasing the reference voltage therefore affects the
nominal value ofthe stator current.

OUT I " OUHCUH oura

'"'

'0' oe

"
"

950038 ·16SENSE A SENSE B
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Fig. 3. Track layout and component mounting plan of the single-sided printed circuit board designed for the stepper motor control (board
available ready-made through the Readers Services, see page 70).
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COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
R, = 8kQ2
R"R"R,o = 22kQ
R3 = SIL resistor array 8 x 10kQ
R5= 47kQ
R, = 1kQ2
R"R25 = 4kQ7
R8 = 33kQ
R, = 82kQ
RlO = 150kQ
R" = 820kQ
R'2 = 15kQ
R13 = 2kQ7
R,.,R15 = 56kQ
R'6,R'8 = 47Q
R17,R" = lQ
R",R22 = OQ5 lW
R23 = lkQ
R" = 330Q
P, = 500kQ preset H
P2= 2kQ5 preset H

C"C".C,..C17,C",C22, C26 = 100nF
C,o = 470nF
C15.C16 = 680pF
C'8,C" = 470pF
C20= 3nF3
(" = 100~F 50V radial
C" = 4700~F 50V radial
C25 = 470~F 50V radial

Semiconductors:
D"D16 = 1N4148
D2 = LED 3mm
D3-DlO = 8YV27 -200
D,,-D14 = 1N5408
D15 = lN4002
T, = 8C5578
T, = 8C5478
IC, = 8751 (order code 956503-1 I
IC, = ULN2003
IC3 = MAX232 (Maximl
IC, = 4093
IC5 = L6219 (SGS-Thomsonl
IC, = L297 (SGS-Thomsonl
IC, = L298N (SGS-Thomsonl
IC8 = LM317

Capacitors:
C"C5-C"C12,C13 = 10~F 16V radial
C2,C3 = 22pF

Fig.4. A elose look at the two tcs mounted on the heat-sink.
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Miscellaneous:
K"K8,K,.RS232 = pin header with
jumper. (K, = a-wav).
K, = 16-way boxheader.
K2 = D89 sub-D socket. PC8 mount.
K3,K5 = 4-way PC8 terminal block,
pitch 5mm.
K, = 3:way PC8 terminal block, 5mm.
K. = 6-way PC8 terminal block, 5mm.
S, = 4-way DIP-switch.
X, = crystal 12 MHz.
F, = fuse 1.5 AT.
1 heatsink (Fischer' SK401, SK19 or
SK28, height = 37.5mml.
1 Glue-on heatsink for L6219.
Printed circult board, programmed
8751 (IC,I and test program on disk:
order code 950038-C (see page 701.
Programmed 8751 (separate): order
code 956503-1 (see page 70).
Floppy disk (separate): order code
956004-2 (see page 701.

* Dau Components, tel. (01243)
555031, fax (012431 553860.

Da external protectton. the voltages ap-
plied to them must have ITL level.
Htgher voltages may damage the con-
trolJer.
The supply voltage for the stepp er

motors is supplied by a transformer
connected to terminal block ~. Here,
tt is assumed that the motor voltage is
24 V. The transformer Is protected by a
fuse rated at 1.5 A. When larger mo-
tors are used (which obviously calls for
a larger transformer) the fuse ratmg
may be changed to a maximum of 5 A.
The 5-V supply voltage is obtained

from double-phase rectiftcatton of the
centre tap of the transformer used.
The voltage regulator, an LM317. is set
to supply an output voltage of 5 Vwith
the aid of resistors R23 and R24.

Construction
The ctrcuj.t is not difficult to build on
the Eurocard sized printed ctrcutt
board shown in Fig. 3. The component
placement allows the board to be fitted
vertically into a 19-inch' rack. This
type of housing wili be particularly
useful tf a system cornprises of several
stepper motor cards.
Start the construction by drilling

two 3-mm dia. holes in the board to
enable the heat-sink to be secured.
Stay clear of peB tracks! The photo-
graph in Fig. 4 illustrates the mount-
ing of the heat-sink with the aid of two
long M3 (6BA) bolts. The location of
the holes in the peE ts determined by
the rtbs of the heat-sink. Next. drill
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Control signal structure

Address I Commandno. I Data(option,l) I__ E_T_X__STX

STX: 02H, start marker
ETX 03H, endmarker
Address: 30H to 3FH
Command no.: number tram command set. where bit 7 = 1
Data: ASCIInumbers, negativesign (-) allowed
All data returned by the card is atl-blnairy code.

Example
To make motor M1 do -350 steps fram the current position, the following sequence ls sent 10 the card
(card address = 5):

hexadecimal äata: 02 35 83 20 33 35 30 03
x '" I Co '" 50 x
>- 0 >-

'" ~ co = = ~
~ er: '-' '-' Ci c>~ 0 '" '" co '"-c,

u -c -c < <
u~ c~

E
E
0
u

Siruciure of the status byte returned bV the card

all data consists 01 integers in the range -6000 to +6000

bit RO. fURelion
7 Bit at '1' means the card is busy executing a command. The previously sent command is not

(yet) executed.
6 Bit at '1' means motor M1 initialized (zero positioning command cornpleted)
5 Bit at '1' means motor M2 initialized (zero positioning command completed)
4 Bit at '1' means motor M1 swltched to half-step mode, '0' means motor M1 switched to tun-

step rnode.
3,2,1,0 Card address returned via these bits in response to certain commands. With all other

commands, they are at '0'.

Serial channel settings: 2400 baud, no parlty, 8 databits, 1 stop brt

Interpretation 01acceleration and deceleration (braking) data
With motor MI, eommands to move the spindie to a eertain position are aways exeeuted
aeeording to a lixed pattern. The motor starts with an intitial speed, and then performs a
number 01acceleration steps until it reaehes the nominal speed. Braking means that the
motor's nominal speed is slowly deereased aeeording to the programmed number 01
deeeieration steps, until the stop speed is reaehed.
The aeeeieration and deeeieration stages eonsist 01a number 01 units whieh ean be
programmed between 10 and 250. Using this data (start and stop speed, nominal rotational
speed and the number 01acceleration and deeeieration steps) the eard eomputes the way the
motor is to be driven. II these parameters are not supplied by the user, internaily lixed
delault values are used.

two 2.5-mm dta. holes in the flat stde
of the heat-sink, and use an M3 tap to
thread these holes. They are necessary
for the mounting of IC? (L298N) and
ICB (LM317). The M3 screws used to
seeure these devices on to the heat-
sink are electrically isolated from the
meta1 tabs with the aid of a plastic
bush and a mica or ceramte washer.
Next, fit the wire links on the board.

Then follow the eonneetors and lC
sockets, and the other components. To
save board spaee, many resistars are
rnounted uprtght. Pay attention to the
polarity of the diodes and electrolytic
capacitors.
The L6219 dissipates a fair amount

of heat, and therefore requtres a small
OlL heat-sink which can be glued or
clamped on the lC ease.
The RS232 interface is designed

such that crossed wires are not neces-
sary in the conneeting cable. The 9-
way link should be ptn-for-ptn, and is
easy to make yourself from a length of
9-way flatcable with an mC-style sub-
D conneetor pressed on at etther end.
Set PI to the eentre of its travel, and

then connect the card to the PC and to
the matns. Switch on the PC. Nothing
should happen, except, possibly, for a
squeaking noise from one of the step-
per motors, caused by the hold cur-
rent.

The control software
As al ready menttoned. the software
which belongs wtth this project is con-
tained in the 87C51 microcontroller on
the stepper motor eard. Thls controller
is supplied to you ready-programmed

Fig. 5. Finished and tested prototype of th.
capable of driving two stepper motors unde

through the Readers Services, together
with the PCB and a diskette, or as a
separate itern. The software enables
the PC to control the motors with the
aid of simple instructions. The com-
plete tnstructton set is given in a sepa-
rate inset.
The diskette supplied for this pro-

ject contams a test program whtch en-
ables you and your PC to check the
operation of the stepper ·motor control.
The program is started from the DOS
prompt by typing

steptest -px

where x ts the number of the COMport
used. Parameter 'p l ' therefore corre-
sponds to COM1:. Valid numbers for x
are 1, 2, 3 or 4. The default setting is
COM2:.
After starting the program. the

number and the 1/0 address of the se-
lected COM port appears in the top
rtght-hand corner of the screen. The
screen offers nine opttons to test the
card, with the prompt 'sclect an option'
at the bottom. lf something is wrong
with the communrcatron between the
eard and the computer, thrs prompt ts
replaced by 'Q-C-l', which allows YOll
to Q(uit). C(ontinue) or (T)est. Any time
the 'T' key is pressed, the software at-
tempts to communicate with the step-
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stepper motor control. The board control board is
computer controt.

per motor card. in this way, the serial
link can be tested. Ta be able to use
thts test, the card address must be set
to 0, t.e.. all switches in SI must be
opened.
Menu option '4' allows you to test

the digital inputs of the eard. Eaeh
change in the Input level is displayed
on the screen. Menu opuon '5' may be
used to test the digital outputs. That
can be achieved fatrly simply by con-
necting an LED plus series resistor to

Serial Port: COM2 Addr: 02FBH

------ Stepper Motor Test -----

1 - Ml: leftjright
2 - M2: leftjright
3 - Ml and M2: leftjright
4 - Read digital inputs
5 - Flash at digital outputs
6 - Ml set current position as zero ref.
7 - M2 set current position as zero ref.

B - Ml: turn to end BtaIl (Bwitch)
9 - M2: turn to reference switch
Q - Quit

Select an option 950038 ·13

Fig. 6. The test program supptied on diakette
allows you to run a quick but thorough test
on the operation of the card.
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the corresponding output. The pro-
gram lhen toggles the output levels
continuously, causing all LEDs to
flash.
Onee the digital inputs and outputs

are known to function properly, tt is
time to concentrate on the operation of
the stepper rnotors. Connect them to
the board. After swttchtng on, they re-
rnain off, although they may produee a
soft, squeaking noise because of the
hold current sent through the wind-
tngs, Next, fit two wire jurnpers across
connectors K7 and Kg. After pressing
key '8· or ·9·, the relevant motor will
start to turn. As soon as the jumper is
briefly removed, the motor stops at the
(then) zero position (M2), or end stop
(Md. The other menu options are then
avatlable. By pressing key '6· or '7' you
define the current spindie postnon as
the zero position. Menu optton :L' then
causes the motor to turn alternately
clockwise and anti-c1ockwise
üett/rtght) aro und this referenee post-
tion. At the same time, the digital
input levels are shown on the screen.
while the outputs are switched in the
same rhythm. With menu option '2',

STEPPER MOTOR CONTROL

Fig. 7. Aselection of biphase stepper motors
which were used to test the prototype 01 the
controt.

motor M2 instead of motor MI re-
sponds as descnbed.
All test routines may be left by

pressing the Eseape (Ese) key. The
program ts left by pressmg .g'.
lf the test program operates suc-

cessfully, it rs safe to assurne that the
stepper motor control is fuHy func-
tional. (950038)

Command set overview

Turn Motor M1 to end stop (absolute zero ref.).
Emergency stop of motor M1. No deceleraticn used, same overshoot may occur.
Use 'zero reference position' as next command.
Store current position of M1 as virtual zero reterence, tor use by other eommands.
M1 does programmed number of steps trom currem position, Positive and negative
values allowsd.
M1 turns to programmed postnon from zero reference.
Prompt card to return a status byte.
No funetion.
Enter number of steps to compensate mechanical tolerance on M1. Defines the
number of steps made by the motor when lt reverses. Oefault value ls 0, Values
between 0 and 255 allowed.
Change card address trom address set by hardware. Status byte reports new
address in the lower four olts.
Read card address contained in lower four bits.
Enter number of acceleration steps for M1. Values between 10 and 255 allowed.
Enter number of deceleration steps for M1. Values between 10 and 255 aüowed.
Set rererence speed ot M1 in us.
Set nominal speed of M1 in us.
Set start speed of M1 in 'us.
Set stap speed 01 M1 in us.
Store current postnon of M2 as virtual zero reference, for use by other commands.
Turn Motor M2 to zero reference position.
00 not use,
Get current position of M1, Card responds by returning status byte, followed by two
position bytes (MSB-LSB).
Switch M1 to tull-step mode.
Switch M2 to halt-step mode.
Read 8-bit digital port. Card responds by returning status byte, followed by a byte
containing the port ward.
Set levels on five output port llnas. On!y bits 0 through 4 are used,
M2 turns to programmed positlon from zero reterence.
M2 does programmed number of steps trorn current posltion. Positive and negative
values allowed.
Get current postnon of M2. Card responds by rerurulnq status byte, followed by two
position bytes (MSB-LSB).

20 yes Set nominal speed of M2 in us.
Card returns status byte after every command.

yes

Command'
(hex) Data

00
01

Function

02
03 yes

04
05
06-09
DA

yes

yes

OB yes

OC
00
OE
OF
10
11
12
13
14
15-17
18

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

yes

19
1A
1B

1C
10
1E

yes
yes
yes

1F



has the property ofgenerating a voltageacross
itwhen itis subjected to pressure. Voltage
and pressure are indtrect proportion, that
ts. the larger the pressure, the larger the
voltage-see Fig. 4.
The sensor also contains a ternperature-

compensated measurement amplifier
which ensures that temperature varta-
tions have virtually no effect on the mea-
surement.

ELECTRONIC BAROMETER
Design by J. Ruiters

'To measure is to know' is applieable not only to eleetronies, but
also to weather foreeasting. Temperature, relative humidity and
barometrie pressure ean be measured with domestie weather
stations. Sueh stations usually eontain a traditional barometer,
the design of whieh has not ehanged tor eenturies. This artiele

deseribes a modern eleetronie barometer.

Many hcmes have a three-instrument
'weather staüon'. conststmg ofa ther-

mometer. a relative humidity meter and
a barometer. Ofthese, the barometer is the
one used to see whether there is going to
beachangeofweather.1hisis becausethere
is a clear relationship between ambientair
pressure and weather conditions. An in-
crease in pressure normally indicates
good, clear weather. whereas a fall usu-
ally means cloudy. ratny weather.
The traditional barometer has a few

opcraüng inconveniences. It ts. for in-
stance, necessary to tap the glass which
covers the scale to make the potntcr move
to its correct position. Because ofthe COD-
struction of the barometer, the potnter
usually sticks to a (wrang) position owtng
to frtctton. The next step is setring the
'memory pomter' so that.tt covers the seale
pointer. This enables a compariston to be
made between the readtng then and ODe
a few hours, or a day. later. Thts compar-
ison shows whether the barometrtc pres-
sure is falling, steady or rising.
The electronic barometer deseribed in

this article performs these actions auto-
matically. The air pressure Is indieated by
one of a number ofLEDs, and the change,
tf any, is shown separately by one ofthree

further LEDs.

Principle
In the block diagram afFig. 1. the pres-
sure sensor at the input converts the am-
bient atr pressure tnto a direct voltage,
which is applied to an amplifler, Thevalue
of the direct voltage is directly proportional
to the air press ure.
The output of the amplifier is used to

drive one often LEDs: the level detenni.nes
which one. The ambient air pressure ts
read on the scale adjacent to the (lit)LEO.
Each of the ten dtodes represents a step
oflOmbar.
The amplifier output Is also applied to

a window discriminator. The output de-
termmes which of the associated LEDs at
the discriminator output lights; for ex-
ample, if it rtses, the LEO opposite 'rtsing'
Iights. Thus, the disriminator fulfils the
same function as the 'memory potnter' on
a traditional barometer.

Pressuresensor
The pressure sensor (Fig. 2) is a Type
HS20 Irom Bosch. It contatns a wafer of
piezo-electric material (seeFig. 31, wh ich

pressure sensor

u

window
discriminator

936033)( - 11

H
I050mb~r

lO40mbar

tcaomeee
1020mbar

LED 1010mbs,
driver 1000mbar

990mbar

9BOmbar

970mbar

960mbar

H

I-• .,.Islng
I-...Hsteady
I--~Hfalling

Fig. 1. Block diagram 01the electronic barometer.

Circuit description
In the ctrcutt affig. 5, IC5 is the pressure
sensor. To provide temperature compen-
sation forthe measurementamplifier, the
5 V supply to the sensor is regulated (IC2).
The output of the sensor ts fed to le].

which raises the stgnal to the required
level. The offset ofthe op aIl1p is compen-
sated with PI' The amplification, and thus
the sensitivity ofthe circutt. is set with P2'
The output of the op arnp is applied to
both IC3and IC4.
IC3 is an LED dnver that functions as

a sort of dtgitized voltmeterwhose display
ts formed by a row often LEDs, Ta ensure
correct measurements, the Je has an in-
ternal voltage reference with which the
input potential is eompared. The same
reference voltage is applied to leI via R2.
The operation of Ie3 is determined by

resistors R11-R13and preset P3' These
components fix the potential at which the
LEOs for the lowest (01) and the highest
(010) baromctrtc pressure light.
Series rcststors to ltrrut the current

through the LEDs are not required since
the dtodes are driven by a constant-cur-
rent source.

Fig. 2. The Type HS20 pressure sensor Irom Boseh.
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piezo electric material measurement amplifier

/\ I

11 ! _\IL ,---, IR
I I

II 1 Ir IL
I

sealpressure chamber connectlcns

Fig. 3. Diagrammatic representation of the pressure sensor.

Usensor P
(V) (mBar)

2.125 960

2.163 970

2.177 980

2.218 990

2.262 1000

2.290 1010

2.320 1020

2.353 1030

2.390 1040

2.400 1050

Usenso,
(V)i23

2.1 1,.0::=

2.0 L---"_-'<----'''--''-'_-'''- __ --''-_'"---''---'
950 960 970 980 990 1000 1010 1020 1030 1040 1050

---i~~P (mBar) 936033X-13

Fig. 4. Pressure vs voltage - data and characteristics - 01 the HS20.

,
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]00,
'"
"co t ~

u " ce
u " 00
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is " oe

" " ce
L7 13 "" " ~
~" 00
Ll0 10 "'"

11

*_IUl

=L =f".
... a

4 Rl.O @
9 MQOE

---.! RH IC3

RH ~ REFOUT

.t-il! LM3914
~ 86800 REFAOJ

...
= 80sch HS20 =

Fig. 5. Circuit diagram 01 the electronic barometer.
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ELECTRONIC BAROMETER

The ctrcutt around IC4 functions as the
trend indicator. It shows the change in air
pressure bymeans ofDjj-Djj.The first in-
dicates a rtse and the lasta fall in air pres-
sure, while Dl2 shows no change (steady).
The centre of the 'window' is set with P4
[adjusted until D]2just üghts).

Construction
The barometer ts intended to be butlt on
the pnnted-ctrcuttboard shown in Fig. 7.
Start by enlargmg the holes for adjusting
presets p] and P2to 2-3 mm. These holes
make it possible to calibrate the circutt from
the front as weil as frorn the back.
Place all ICs in suitable sockets. ex-

cept lC5.which shouid be soldered direct
on to the board.
Make sure that clcctrolyüc capacitors

Cs and C6are mounted correctly.
To ensure thatall LEDs are at the same

hetght. use ajig as shown in Fig. 6.
When the board has been completed

[Fig. 8). rnountit in ahorne-made perspex
box: [perspex avoids having to drill holes
for the LEDs).

Ca libration
Connect a surtable voltage source (9 V
battery or 9 V mains adaptor) to the bar-
ometer. Set P2to the centre of'its travel and
tntcrconnect ptns 2 and 3 of ICi- Turn PI
until the voltage at pin 6 oflC] is zero [or
very nearly so). Remove the link between
pins 2 and 3 of lC].
Use a traditional barometer and ad-

juat Pg so that the electroruc barometer and
the traditional one show the same ajr pres-
sure.
Make apressure chamber as shown in

Fig. 10. This consists of a bowl in which
both barometers fit. Cover the bowlairtight
with a transparent lid [orheavy-duty chng-
film). Press lightly on the lid or clingfilm.
which alters the air pressure inside the bowl.
If the two barometers da not show the
same pressure, open the Lidand adjust P2.
If the readtng of the electronic barometer

Fig. 6. Horne-made jig to ensure that all
LEDs are mounted at the same height.



~ GENERALINTEREST

Fig. 7. Printed-circuit board for the electronic barometer.

changes when P2is adjusted, readjust P3
until the two barometers show the same
air pressure agatn. Close the lid and again
check that the readings are the same when
the lid is depressed sllghtly. Repeat this
procedure as often as necessary to get
equal readings.
Calibration rnay also be carried out

wtth the data in Fig. 4. Rernove the sen-
sor frorn the board and apply a voltage
shown near the top of the table in Ftg. 4
to pin 3 ofICI and adjust P2and P3so that
the LED associated with the chosen volt-
age level just lights. Repeat this proce-
dure with all the voltage shown in the
table in Fig. 4.
Finally, adjust P4until DI2just lights.

Parts list
Resistors:
RI, R2= 56 k.Q

Fig. 8. Completed prototype.

R3'~' Ra, Rg = 100 kn
R5= 100n
~,RJO=10kn
R7= 18kn
RlJ, RI3 = 1.2 kn
R12=680n
RI4=2.2kn
R15,R16'RI7 = 820 n
RIs= 1.5 kn
PI = 10 k.Q preset, horizontal
P2= 100 k.Q preset, horizontal
P3= 500 n preset, horizontal
P4 = 5 kn prerset, horizontal

Semiconductors:
DI-DJO,DI3 = LED, 3 rnrn, red
DlJ = LED, 3 rnrn, green
DI2 =LED, 3 rnrn, yellow

Integrated circuits:
ICI = CA3130
IC2= 78L05
IC3=LM3914
IC4=TCA965
IC5= HS20 (Bosch)

Capacitors:
CI, C2' C4' C7= 100 nF
C3= 220nF
C5= 100 pF, 16 V
C6 = 4.7 pF, 16 V

Miscellaneous:
Spindles for P3and P4
Enclosure (horne made; perspex)
PCB Order no. 936033 - see p. 70

[936033]

BAROMETER
PRESSURE

mm
o 787.5

o 780o 772.5

o 765

o 757.5

o 750o 742.5

o 735

o 727.5

o 720

Q RISING

STEADY- -/ I \ <, FALLING

U
//////
//////

LOCAL
CORRECTION TREND

EB
posslble rise 936033-16

Fig. 9. Suggested front panel layout
(scale 8:10). '

Fig. 10. Horne-made pressure chamber
. for calibrating the barometer.
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A Maxim Application

APPLICATt

New amplifiers simplify wideband techniques

T imited performance in transconduc-
Uance amplifiers has hampered their
acceptance for years, with the excep-
tIon of the few applicatlons tailored to
their capabilities. But tWQ new prod-
ucts from Maxim promise to widen the
scope of such amplifiers. The Maxlm
parts offer better specs for established
ctrcutts, and their unique architectures
offer the prospect of entlrely new appli-
cations.
MAX435/MAX436 amplifiers are

open-Ioop devices that provide accu-
rate gain without feedback. VoUT/VIN
gain ts the product of an internal CUf-

rent gain (4 ±2.50/0 in the MAX435:
8 ±2.50/0in the MAX436J,and the ratio
of an output impedance ZLto the user-
connected 'transconductance network'
(Fig. 1). Zt ts a 2-terminal network con-
nected across the amplifier's Z+ and z-..
terminals. The MAX435has differential
outputs while the MAX436 has a
stngle-ended output.
Because ZLor Zt (or both) can be fre-

quency-shaping newtworks, the ZL/Zt
ratio can implement some interesting
transfer functrons. A resistor ratto
(times the Interrial current gain) simply
sets a desired voltage gain. Replactng
ZLwtth a parallel-Re: network produces
a lowpass response, and replacing Zt
with a sertes-Rö network produces a
highpass response. Combining the par-
allel-Rö ZLand sertes-Rr" Zt produces a
bandpass filter. Or, by replactng Zt with
a crysta1 or series-LC network, you can
create a high-Q tuned amplifier.
Each of these configurations ts ele-

vated to new levels of performance by
the amplifiers' high speed: the MAX435
has a 275 MHz bandwidth wtth
800 V jlS-l slew rate. and the MAX436
has a 200 MHz bandwidth with
850 V jlS-l slew rate. Both offer 18 ns
settling times (±1%) for 0.5 V step in-
puts, and both feature exceptional
CMRRs of 53 dB at 10 MHz. Both have
fully differential, symmetrieal, high-im-
pedance inputs. Input offset voltages
(300 uv typicaI) are much lower than
those of most hlgh-speed op amps. The
secret of high speed lies in the
MAX435/MAX436 architecture. Con-

TWO EQUATlOHS:

V01.K·(f.)VI.

Vo,' -1('(f.- )VI'

+---r.+~z- '-<---,..... .. V01
..."''''....MAX435V'N Z,

z,

·K •• 2.5% (MAX435),8.2.5" (MAX436)

GAIN 15 SET BY A AATIO OF TWO IMPEDANCES AND AN INTEANAL
CUAAENT GAIN FAGTOA (K).

950060·11

Fig. 1. Simple equatlons and Ireedom Irom lnstablllty ease the application 01
transconductance ampliliers.

sider the MAX435 (Fig. 2). With zero
volts across VlN+ and VlN-, the cur-
rents from Iland 12are mirrored and
multiplied, producing 12 mA in Ql and
Q2' These currents each match 12 mA
from a current source in the output
stage, producing a zero differential out-
put at 10UT+and 10UT-.
Connecting a positive differential

voltage across VlN+ and VlN- diverts
some of the ItlI2 current through Zt

(connected between Z+and Z-J, caus-
ing an imbalance in the Q IIQ2 cur-
rents. The result ts a net differential
output current at 10UT+ and 10UT-.
Time delays are very short, because
the stgnals propagate as steered cur-
rents (rather than voltages), and be-
cause all stages in the stgnal path re-
ceive substantial bias currents. The fol-
lowing applications are made possible
by these and other special capabilities

Vce

z-

,
12mA

950060-12

Fig. 2. This simplilied diagram shows basic circuitry in the MAX435 differential-
output transconductance amplifier. An externat resistor, RSET,controls the four cur-
rent sourees, and its nominal value of 5.9 kQ produces the current levels shown.
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NEW AMPLIFlERS SIMPLIFY WIDEBAND TECHNQUES

r- -i.+~~----_1~V~01~
Z+ : :
AtAXtA4 AL::
MAX435 ::
z- - Vrn.-: :

L.fl.J

z,

RL

• MINIMAL TIME OELAY
BETWEEN V01ANO V02

950060·13

Vo,·=4 (~)VIN

V02·=-4(~)VIN

Fig. 3. Differential outputs make the MAX435 a convenient
single-package phase splitter.

in the MAX435/MAX436 amplifiers.
Because MAX435 and MAX436 out-

puts are high-impedance current
sourees, you can create a summmg
amplifier simply by tying two or more
outputs together, No additional cornpo-
nents are required, except a load re-
sistor, to develop the output voltage.
Another tntrtntsc function 1S that of
phase splitter-the MAX435 dtfferen-
tial outputs provtde inverted and non-
inverted (00 and 180°) verstons of the
input signal.
AB phase splitter, the MAX435 offers

a convenient, single-Je differential
drive for balanced transmission lines
(Fig. 3). The IC's excellent cornmon-

mode rejection (90 dB at d.c.: -53 dB
at 10 MHz) assures reliable transmis-
sions.
The ampbftera' htgh-tmpedance in-

puts and outputs allow them to operate
as monolithic impedance trans formers
(Fig, 4). The high-tmpedance. true-dtf-
ferential inputs (800 kQ typical) let you
connect any reasonable value of input
termination reststance. Similarly, the
currcnt-scurcc outputs have a rela-
ttvely high source resistance (3,2 k.Q
typtealt that lets you connect any rea-
sonable value of load reststance.
The main advantage of these crrcurts

over magnette transformers is in' thetr
lew-end frequency response, which ex-

50

I
tends to d.c. Baseband video, for exam-
pIe, has frequency components rangtng
from 4.5 MHz 10 below 60 Hz. A !ine
transformer wtth flat frequency re-
sponse over that range would be very
buLky and expensive. Flexibility is an-
other advantage for the IC approach:
by chan ging one or two resistors you
can match the transmitter and receiver
to a variety of cables in the same sys-
tem .
As another illustration of the need

for impedance rnatching, coaxial cables
for high-speed stgnals must be care-
fully terminated in their characteristic
impedance to ensure maximum power
transfer and minimum distortion. To
obtatn optimum performance from
50 Q cable, therefore, you must terrni-
nate each end of the cable wtth 50 Q.

Further description
Voltage-mode amplifiers have low out-
put impedance, so they require a se-
rtesresrstor interface to coaxiaJ cable.
But MAX435/MAX436 amplifiers have
high-resistance currcnt-sourcc outputs
that require a parallel connection of
the termination resistor (i.e., in shunt
with the cable). Note that back-terrni-
nating the cable this way reduces the
circuit voltage gam by half (Fig, 5).
MAX435/MAX436 amplifiers offer

the user several 'control handles'. For
top performance in thts application
and others, you should be aware of the

50

OI1Tl'UT
200mVldiv

=

500 -+ 500, GA'" '"'20ft

%750mV

=

950060-14

Fig. 4. Independent settings for output current and load resis·
tance enable MAX435/MAX436 amplifiers to act as impedance
transformers. Supply voltages are ±5 V,and the RSET resistors
(between the amplifiers' ISET terminals and ground) are 5.9 kQ.
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TIME (ns) 5nsldiv
RI'" 04000 Rl = 250

950060-15

Fig. 5. As a coaxial driver (a), the MAX436 transconductance
amplifier handles fast pulses with minimal

overshoot and ringing (b).



APPLICATIQN NOTE

ampltfiers' shutdown capabthty, thctr
adjustable load-current limits, and the
factors that affect thetr accuracy.
First, the internal current sources

are controlled by an external resistor.
RSET•connected between the ISETtermi-
nal and the V- supply voltage (Ftg. 2).
Both amplifiers operate on ±5 V. The
standard RSETvalue for which all spee-
ifications are guaranteed is 5.9 kQ,
and this value sets the limit for maxi-
mum laUT: ±20 mA for the MAX436.
and ±10 mA per output for the
MAX435. By eonnecting a Iarger-val-
ued RSET.you can reduce the ampli-
fters supply current and power dtssi-
pation (along with the maximum laUT)'
You can also tncrease the output

curren t by decreasing RSET. bu t be
careful to ensure that the higher CUf-
rent does not cambine with a particu-
lar operaurig condition to exceed the
package power-dissipation rattng.
Removing RSETaltogether provides a
partialshutdown of the amphfter.
Without RSET.the room-temperature
supply eurrents (normally 35 mAl drop
to 450 )JA ±250/0for the MAX435 and
850 ]JA ±250/0for the MAX436.
DC aeeuraey in the MAX435 and

MAX436 is affeeted by the input offset
voltage. Vos. the output offset current,
lOS, and tolerance on the internal cur-
rent gatn, K, as weIl as tolerance on
the extern al impedanees z, and ZL- VOS
ts caused by a VBE mismatch at the
input stage (like the VOSin bipolar volt-
age amplifters). and is measured be-
tween the Z+ and Z- terminals-with Zt
removed and the inputs, IN+ and IN-,
grounded. Vos produces a small error
current in Zt during normal operation.
Multiplied by K. tt produees an output

error current, even with no differential
input voltage applied.
lOS is aseparate and independent

output error that ts caused by imper-
fectly matched devices in the output-
current mirrors. Though measured
under the same conditions as the Vos
measurement, los does not vary with
input voltage. Combining the loso and
Vos effects ytelds a net error in output
voltage. The MAX435's differential out-
put error, VERR(DIFF).for tnstance. ts:

where

and

los is -20 ]JA typieal (± 100 mA max).
and Vos ts 0.3 mV typieal (3.0 mV
rnax).
Similarly for the MAX436.

where los is 6 ]JA typieal (±100 ]JA
max), and VOSis 0.3 mV typieal (3 mV
max).

Twisted-pair video
The MAX435 and MAX436 amphfters
provide a differential-outjdifferential-in
combtnation that is well suited for one-
way transmission of video signals over
a twisted-pair eable (Fig. 6). As a
bonus, the MAX436 Zt network pro-
vides a means for line equalization and

gatn adjustment.
Replaeing coaxial eable with twisted-

pair cable saves cost in many applica-
tions tha t do not requtre the htgher
bandwidth of coax. These applications
have initially included LANs (loeal area
networks) and LONs (loeal operational
networks). But twisted-pair cable is
more compact than coaxial cable. and
the miles of unused twisted-pair ca-
bling that already reside in the phone
system of existing buildings may in-
spire additional applications. Baseband
(composite) video can be transmttted
over these cables as far as 5000 ft
(1500 m) with surprtstng quality.
Twisted-pair video transmission

works best wtth a smgle channel of
baseband video. Many applications re-
quire such transrntsstons within a
building; an obvious exampie is the
separate video channels rau ted frorn
individual surveillance cameras to a
sccurtty office. Other c1osed-circuit TV
(CCTV) systems are found in retail
stores, supermarkets, airports, and
schools.
Twisted pairs resist differential noise

pickup: because a pair is twisted, any
differential current induced by an in-
terfertng EM field in one loop gets ean-
celled in the following Ioop. Common-
mode noise, on the other band, must
be rejeeted by a balaneed (differential)
circuit at the receiver. Twisted-pair ca-
bles must also be terminated in their
characteristic tmpedance to minimize
the reflections caused by line discoritt-
nuities.
For twisted pairs exceeding about

200 ft (65 rnl, bandwidth falls short of
the typical baseband-video bandwidths
(4-5 MHz). But these eables are satis-

VIDEO VeR'OUT

-
i
0

+5V -
O.22~f 50

IN+ Iz- V+ 100
AtAXIJM!OUT + TWISTED PAIR

75 250 MAX435 IOUT-
100 Rl

V-
200

t-
ISET

IN- 0.221'f 50

- - ~=-S
0.22~

T
4.7'<
RSET

TOV+ TOV-

~-------IIN+

~-"""-~z+
100

VIDEOIN

Cl
O-SOOpf z- Im

L ~IN-

O.22~f

T
TOV+

V+
MAXI....
MAX436 10UT>----.--/

V-

O.22~

I

75

-SV

4.7'<
Rsn

TOV- 950060-16

Fig. 6. Two transconductance amplitiers and a twisted-pair cable transmit baseband video tor 5000 ft (1500m) or more.
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0

I"-
-2

'" -,"'-z -<4

" \'"
-6

~-8
I
I

-10
1 10 100 1M 3.58M 10M

FREOIJENCY (kHz) 950060-17

Fig. 7.lnexpensive burglar-alarm eable [twisted pair, 500 fI (165 m), 22 gauge]
attenuates the 3.58 MHz eolourburst Irequeney 01 baseband video by 6 dB.

BEfORE EOUALIZATION 950060-18a AffiR EOUALIZATION 950060-18b

Fig. 8. These belore-and-afler wavelorms show the elleet 01adjusting lor optimum
brightness and eolour via R1and C1(Fig. 6), while observing the monitor display.

,

factory Ior baseband video if you equal-
ize your receiver, provide an NTSC
monitor with automatie gain campen-
sation, and choose quality (wideband)
cable.
Stranded and unstranded wires ex-

hibit stmilar bandwidths, but the high-
est-bandwidth cables are unshielded,
and have tneulauon of low dielectric
constant between the conductors.
Polyethylene or polypropylene insula-
tian is recorruuended for new installa-
tions. For twisted-pair video transnus
sions under 1000 ft (330 rn), use com-
mon 24 AWG (25 SWG) telephone wire.
For langer distances. you can improve
the video fidelity by using larger wtre.
The dtfferential-output MAX435 of

Flg. 6 eliminates the need for a balun
(balanced-to-unbalanced) transformer
or the two-drtver alternative-one
stngle-cnded inverting driver and one
single-ended non-inverting drtver. The
MAX435 drives the balanced twisted-
pair cable from a ground-referred Input
stgnal (in this case, from a VCR's VIDEO
oirr baseband stgnal).
At the driver end of the cable, each

conductor ts termtnated wtth a 50 Q
reststor to ground. The resulting 100 Q
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60Hz COMMON-MODE NOISE
950060-19

between conductors is an appropriate
match for the cable's charactertsttc im-
pedance. Amismatch can degrade the
video, but it can not affect amplifier
stability because the MAX435 has no
feedback. Output amplifiers are ±0.5 V.
At the receiver end. a MAX436

amplifier converts the balanced Input
channel to a single-ended output.
Agam. the proper line termination ts

TWOWIRESOF
BALANCED PAIR

100 Q between cable conductors at the
IN+ and lN- Inputs. The Zt impedance
network across Z+ and Z- adds ad-
justable gain (about 6 dB) to compen-
sate for a 6 dB loss introduced by the
termtnation resistors. The network's
adjustable capacitor also provtdes Hne
equalization (frequency compensation)
if required. Load resistance is 50 Q.
consisting of the 75 Q resistor in paral-
lel with 150 Q at the monttors input
port.

Test results
Operattng with 500 ft (I65 m) of inex-
pensive. 22-gauge. twisted-pair bur-
glar-alarm cable, the circuit in Ptg. 6
attenuates the baseband vtdeos
3.58 MHz colourburst frequency about
6 dB (Fig. 7). Desptte the distortion, no
degradatton of colour saturation was
observed at the NTSC morutor used in
this test. No degradation was expected.
however; this monitor compensates for
stgnal attenuation by calibrati.ng auto-
matically agatrist test patterns in the
vertical interval test stgnal (VlTS).
The monttor's automatie 1055 equal-

ization 1S robust; tt compensates for
colourburst attenuation as high as
10 dB, displaying an excellent picture
with no noticeable colour fading or loss
of horizontal resolution. Further atten-
u atton , however, produces poor
chroma a.nd a horizontal fuzziness that
makes it difficult to read displayed
text.
Under that condttton. you can still

achteve compensation via adjustments
at the MAX436 Zt network: R1 adjusts
brightness by boosttng the overall gatn
to compensate for ohmic losses, and Cl
introduces a pote/zero pair in the re-
cetver ctrcutt, which adjusts for colour
by extending the channel bandwidth.
Because campensation ts introduced at
the recetver. you can simply view the
displayand adjust for the best picture.
Before-and-after waveforms show the
result of this equalization (Fig. 8).
Next, consider the Fig. 6 ctrcutt op-

Fig. 9. Thanks to 60 dB CMRR in the MAX436, the display in Fig. 6 is unalleeted
when these 60 Hz eommon-mode signals are deliberately added

to eaeh wire 01 the balanced cable.
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Fig. 10. Wideband differential inputs and an absence of output saturation suit the MAX436 for use in seitling-time fixtures.

erating with 1000 ft (330 m) of twisted-
pair telephone cahle. The test setup in-
cluded a length of unused twisted pair
in a trunk cable between two Maxim
butldtnge, two jumper connecuons in
the phone-patch room, and additional
twisted-pair cable that was routed
through haIlways to complete the
transmission path.
This system easily transmttted base-

band video from a VeR, productng an
excellent picture wtth R} and Cl at
their nominal settings (no equalization
required]. High noise immunity was Il-
lustrated by coup!ing 60 Hz common-
mode noise to the !ine (Fig. 9). The
MAX436 CMRR (60 dB at 60 Hz) re-
moved this notse wtth 00 evidence of
beating in the display. On the other
hand, drtving the cable in an unbal-
anced mode produced poor results as
expected.
Although tests on the Ftg. 6 circuit

involved onIy NTSC video srgnals, the
circuit should provide comparable per-
formance for PAL signals, which have a
chroma carrier of 4.43 MHz.

Settling time
measurements
Quick response and avoidable
output saturation favour the
MAX436 for use in measuring
the settling time of slower amp!i-
flers (Fig. 10). In the test circuit,
you configure the device on test
(DUT) as a voltage folIower and
drive its inputs with a square
wave. The MAX436 observes
DUT settling time by comparing
its input and output signals.
The applred square wave ap-

pears quickly at the MAX436's
non-inverting mput. but is de-
layed by propagation time
througb the DUT before reaching
the inverting input. The result is
abrief but high-amplitude stgnal
(c1amped by D2 and D3) that ap-
pears between the MAX436's in-

puts before the DUT can settle. If the
MAX436were a voltage-mode arnplifler,
this large differential input would
cause the output transtetors to satu-
rate, thereby corrupting the settling-
time measurement wtth overload-re-
covery time.
With properly chosen gatn elements,

however. the MAX436 can accommo-
date Input signals that span Its entire
input cornmon-mode range without
saturation in the output stage. This
characteristic sutts the ampltfter for
settltng-time measurements of digital-
to-analogue (D-A)converters as weil as
htgh-speed op amps. (Followtng a 0.5 V
common-mode step, the MAX436 itself
settles to ±O.l% in about 17 ns). Note
that this common-mode response is
faster than the response to a differen-
tial stgnal, in which the output re-
sponse time is ltmtted by the slew rate.
Figure 11 illustrates the response of

a MAX442 (2-channel, 140 MHz video
multiplexer and amp!ifier) operatlng as
a DUT in the circuit of Ftg. 6. The input
step ts 2 V in this case. Note that the
tntttal output level (40 mV) should
ideally be zero. It represents the differ-

INPUT" 500mV
Idiv

OUTPUT '" 20mV I---'--~\
Idiv

,,"'''''.
950060-21

Fig. 11. Seitling time for a MAX442 video amplifier
in the Fig. 10 circuit is 42 ns.

ence in forward voltages for the
Schottky clamp diodes, D2 and D3'
multip!ied by voltage gain from the
MAX436 to the scope (which is near
unity). This initial voltage has no effect
on the settling measurement.
You can define settling time etther

from the beginning of the inp;.
downward transition (which include
the DUT's propagation delay), orJ!:9
the first output transition (a useTul pa-
rameter in video applications). Because
the MAX442's propagation delay is
smalI, tts ±O.1% setütng time rneasures
about 42 ns etther way. The rntd-
screen graticule line ts 0 V, the first
cursor line is the final-settling Icvel.
and the next cursor line marks the
boundary for ±O.I% settling.
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BAT DETECTOR
Design by L. Lemmens

The detector makes sounds at frequencies of 10-300 kHz
audible to human beings. The conversion is ca ried out either
by a superheterodyne circuit or a frequency divider. Although
it enables listening to bats, and a number of other mammals,
as weil as insects, the detector isparticularly useful for

testing ultrasonic alarm equipment.

Human beings can only hear sounds
in the frequeney range of 20 Hz to

20 kHz and even that depends on age.
There are many animals thathave amuch
wider range of'heartng: bats, dolphins and
whales, for mstance, can hear sounds at
frequeneies up to 200 kHz. The hearing
range of man, same mammals and a few
tnsccts is given in Fig. l.The vocal range
is normally rather narrower: 70-80% of the
heartng range.
The ultrasonic sounds made by bats

illld dolphins are not so much used to
communlcate (at least not as far as sei-
entists are aware 00. but rather as a
means of navtgatjon stmtlar to man's
radar and sonar systems.
Bats emit short bursts of ultrasonic

tones to orient themselves and to 10-
cate food in the form of insects. These
tones may be of constant frequency
(CF) or they may vary in frequeney,
that is, be frequeney modulated (FM).
Same species of bat emit an 83 kHz
burst of CF tones that are frequency
modulated when they die out. Eaeh
tone lasts 30-40 ms. Another species
emrts frequency-modulated pulses that
fall in frequeney from 60 kHz to 30 kHz
in 10 ms. The FM tones are used by all
species to determine the distance to

the insect, while the CF tones serve to
determine the relative speed with re-
spect to the insect. The echoes re-
turned by the insect also contain infor-
mation about the speed at whieh the
insect moves its wtngs: from this, the
bat can determine the type and size of
insect. The measurements made by the
bat depend on two well-known phystcal
phenomena: the Doppler effect and in-
terference.
The Doppler effeet is the apparent

change of frequeney eaused by the rel-
ative motion of the source of radlauen

and the observer. An example is the
change in frequency of the sound
heard when a train or aircraft Is mov-
ing towards or away from an observer.
Interference is the interaction be-

tween two or more waves of the same
frequency emitted by a coherent
source. The wavefronts are combined
according to the prtncfple of superposi-
tion. In the ease of the bat, the two
waves are the emitted sound and that
of the echo, which are combined in the
ear of the bat.
Bats are very useful animals that

cause no darnage. harm no one, and
are protected by Iaw, They, and a num-
ber of birds, keep the insect population
under contro!. For instance, a stngle
bat consumes no fewer than 60000
mosquitos during the summer. A bat
has to eat a Iot durtng the warmer sea-
san, because it loses about 25% of its
body weight during hibernation. We
should leave these interesttng litUe aru-
mals in peace and quret during their
hibernation and also in spring when
they are busily feeding and looking
after thetr young famrly.
Nevertheless, the present detector

can be used to study them during
spring and summer: most bats can be
heard at distances of 20-30 m
(65-90 ft). This ts not surprising when
tt Is realized that some species crrut ul-
trasonic sounds at a level of 100 dB
(which is equivalent to that of a pneu-
matic hammer).
The divider in the detector enables

the entire range of 10-300 kHz to be
monitored, but it has the dtsadvantage
of 'Iosing' the original waveform; only
the frequency information is retatned.
However, the superheterodyne sectton
of the detector leaves the original wave-
form intact, but can scan the fre-
queney range only in segments 15 kHz
wide. Also, the superheterodyne sec-
tion is more sensitive than the divider.

Circuit description
The electret microphone in the ctrcult
of Fig. 2 ptcks up the ultrasonie
sounds. lt has an integral amplifier,
which obtarns Its power supply via R}

audible frequency range [kHzl

90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200
, , , ! ! , , , , , , ,

10 20 30 .. se 00 70 ec, , , , , , , ,
,,~ -~"--bet ,-

shrew
4kHz

dolphin ,~.
locust -crlcket

"5l<Hz

~IH3

Fig. 1. Hearing range of man, seme mammals an a few insects.
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Fig. 2. Circuit diagram 01 the bat detector.



GENERALINTEREST

and Pt. The output of the microphone
is applied to a two-stage preamplifier,
Tt and T2' via sensitivity control Pt.
The values of Ct-C7 and Cg are small
to ensure that frequencies below about
10kHz (which are of no interest in the
present application) are not magnified
by the preamplifier. In other words, the
preamplifier functions as an active
high-pass filter, so that all frequencies
in the wanted range are of about the
same level.
As stated earlier, the detector pro-

vides two different means of converting
ultrasonic sounds into audible ones:
division and superheterodyning. Each
has Its own circuitry and the output of
the preamplifier is, therefore, applied
to two different seetions in Ftg. 2.
The seetion around T3 and ICt is a

frequency divider. The gain of T3
(20 dB), determined by the ratio
Rt5:R16, ensures that even with weak

4024 NE612

TDA7052

~ .
... 936046X·,2

Fig. 4. Pinouts of the integrated circuits.

Fig. 3. Printed-circuit board for the bat detector.

inputs the stgnal at pin 1 of ICt is suf-
ficient for the proper operation of the
divider. At the same time, the gain is
not so high that the circuit reacts to
the ever-present ambient noise.
The frequencies of the signal applied

to ICt are divided by a -number of cas-
caded binary scalers. Although ICt has
seven outputs, only those that give a
scaltng factor of 4, 8, 16 or 32 are used
and selected with S3' For instance.
with S3 in position 4, an ultrasonic
input of ,32 kHz is divided by 32 and
thus converted to a 1 kHz tone.
The output of ICt is applied to a.f.

amplifier IC5via attenuator R2t.
The superheterodyne section is

based on IC3 and IC4. In IC3, the out-
put of T2 is converted to a fixed inter-
mediate frequency, i.f., of 455 kHz.
This, in conjunction with bandpass fil-
ter FLt, makes it simple to extract the
wanted signal from the spurious ones
and noise.
To obtain a difference frequency of

455 kHz, the 10-300 kHz input signals
are mixed with the output of a Colpitts
oscillator that covers the frequency
range of 465-755 kHz. Associated with
the oscillator are inductor Lt and var-
actors Dt and D2. If, for instance, the
tncommg signal is 100 kHz, the oscilla-
tor in IC3must be tuned to 555 kHz to
obtain a difference frequency of

•

Fig. 5. Completed prototype printed-circuit board.
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Fig. 6. completed prototype with top cover removed.
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Fig. 7. Suggested front panel layout (scale 8:1 0).

BATDETECTOR

455 kHz. The reason that of each of the
tWQ dual varactors only one half is
used ts that it enables constructors to
use a lower inductance for LI' In that
case, the oscillator frequency range lies
somewhat htghcr: the second half of D2
should then be connected in parallel
with the other half to pull the range
down agam.
When the voltage across the varac-

tors is aminimum, the capacitance is a
maximum and the oscillator generates
its lowest frequency (465 kHz). Turrung
P2 to the positjon where the resistance
between the wtper and junctton R22-P2
ts minimum. the oscillator generates
its highest frequency (755 kHz).
Inductors LI and ~ are 455 kHz t.f

trans formers of which only the two
outer wtndlngs are used. The integral
parallel capacitor in both should be
disabled by gently pushing a small
screwdriver through its centre.
The 455 kHz signal ts. of course.

still not audible and it ls, therefore, ap-
plied to a second mtxer, IC4. The fre-
quency of the oscillator in this stage is
determined by ~-C22-C23. This is
tuned to 452 kHz or 458 kHz in order
to produce a 3 kHz tone (normal
human heartng is at its most sensitive
at this frequency). In the prototype, a
frequency of 452 kHz was preferred
smce this ensures that when the Input
frequeney rises, the audto output also
rises.
The 3 kHz stgnal at the output of IC4

(ptn 5) is applied to a.f. amplifier ICS
via double low-pass mter R1S-C24 and
R1g-C25. This filter also removes the
higher harmonics Irom the reetangular
output of the divider. Potentiometer P3
ts the volume control. The amplifier
chip contains a driver stage and an
output stage. which can drive a small
loudspeaker or headphones.
Power for the detector is obtained

from a 9 V (PP3 = 6F22) battery. The
5 V llne is derived ft-omthis battery by
regulator IC2. A1though low-drop Type
4805 is preferred. a standard Type
7805 can be used, but the battery volt-
age should then not be allowed to drop
below8 V.
Swttch S\ serves to select 'dtvtsion'

or 'superheterodyne' operation.
Push-button swttch S4 serves to

switch on D3 which functions as
potntcr and illumination for the fre-
queney seale around P2' The LED in
the D3 position (and tts series resistor)
may be replaced by a small bulb from
an alarm clock.

Construction
The detector IS preferably butlt on the
printed-clrcuit board shown in Fig. 3.
As usual. first mount the passive com-
ponents, then the tnductcrs and lastly
the semiconductors and integrated ctr .
cutts. It may be necessary when alter-



GENERALINTEREST

native types of inductor are used to
drill out some of the relevant holes in
the board. A photograph of the com-
pleted board is shown in Fig. 5.
The prototype detector is housed in

a 188x-120x57 mm (73/Bx43/4x21/4in)
metal enclosure-see Fig. 6. As is
seen, a somewhat smaller enclosure
may do just as weil.
The frequency scale in Fig. 8 is in-

tended to be glued around the hole for
the frequency contral. Note that this is
just an example, since tolerances of
the oscillator in lC3 may make the po-
sitions slightly different. A calibrated
scale is readily made wtth the aid of a
frequency meter and/or signal genera-
tor.
The mtcrophone may be mounted in

a side of the enclosure or used as a
separate entity connected to the detec-
tor by a length of screened audio cable.
Note that the jack socket for the

headphones must be insulated from
the enclosure by nylon washers and a
nylon bush to prevent pins 5 and 8 of
IC5 being shorted to chassis.

Co libration
Connect the 9 V battery to the detector
and switch on the supply with 82' Turn
P3 clockwise. when notse should be-
come audible from the loudspeaker (or
headphones). When SI ts changed over,
the noise level should increase or de-
crease (there Is more noise when the
su perheterodyne sectlon ts on).

Set SI to COUNTDOWN and PI to max-
imum sensitivity. Rattle a set of keys in
front of the rmcrophone: this should
produce a fairly loud noise in the loud-
speaker.
With the detector near an operating

TV receiver or computer monitor, a
continuous whistle should be heard
from the loudspeaker (try all positions
of 53)' This is because the deflectton
cotls or the line transformers in a TV
recetver emit a continuous tone of
15625 Hz; that of a computer monttor
is normally somewhat high er.

Ir the dtvtder works correctly, set S\
to SUPERHET. If a 455 kHz t.J. trans-
former is used in the 4 positron. ad-
just the inductance with a frequency
meter as described later for Ljor by Its-
tening to the loudspeaker: when Uj is
adjusted, the notse increases and tts
tone changes from high to low and
then to high again. The correct sctting
is at the low tone. If a 452 kHz ceramic
resonator is used in the 4 postnon.
this adjustment ts not necessary.
Turn P2 to check whether the oscil-

lator in IC3 can be tuned to 455 kHz.
At that point, a whistle gotng from high
to low and then to high agatn becomes
audible. In the prototype, thts hap-
pened with P2 completely anüclockwtse
and the core of LI almost at Its top po-
sition. With P2 completely c1oekwise,

the oscillator frequency was 755 kHz.
If these results can not be obtained.

the oscillator frequency is almost eer-
tainly too high. This may be remedied
by lowering the value of R23 (down to
o Q if need be). If this still does not give
the destred result, a frequency meter
should be used to determine at which
frequency the oscillator does work and
over what range it can be tuned.
Note that although the calibration

may be carrted out by ear, it ts always
better to do it with the aid of a fre-
queney meter. Couple this meter
loosely to LI or Uj via a 10-100 pF ca-
pacitor. Adjust the core of the relevant
inductor to obtatn the correct fre-
quency.

Ports list
Resistors:
RI, .Rt;, Ril- RI6 = 1 kQ
R2, R7, RI3 = 150 kQ
R3, Rs, RI4 = 27 kQ
~, Rs. R12,R24= 47- Q
Rt;, R15, RI7 = 10 kQ
RID,RIß = 4.7 kQ
Rlg = 22 kQ
R20= 100 Q
R21= 100 kQ
R22= 8.2 kQ
R23= 1.8 kQ (see text)
PI, P2 = 10 kQ. linear
P3 = 4.7 kQ, Iogartthrruc

Capacitors:
CI, C3, C4, C6, C7, CID-CI3,CI6, CI9,
C30= 100 nF

C2, C5, Cg, C 17 = 10 nF
CS, C27 = 100 ).lF.25 V, radial
C14, C18, C26= I nF
C15,C21= 33 nF
C20= 220 nF
C22= 470 pF
C23= 1.8 nF
C24 = 22 nF
C25 = 4.7 nF
C28= 47 ).lF, 16 V, radia!

Inductors:
Note: If Lf transformers are used, see
text about disabling the integral
capacttor.

LI = LPCS4200A/93309 [Toko = Cirkit)
Uj = as LI or 452 kHz ceramte filter.

Semiconductors:°1,°2= varactorType BB212
03 = LEO, yellow
TI-T3 = BC550C

Integrated circuits:
ICI = 4024
IC2 = 4805 (or 7805 - see text)
lC3, IC4 = NE612 (or NE602)
IC5 =TOA7052

Miscellaneous:
81 = double-pole change-over switch
82 = single-pole on/off switch
83 = single-pole, four-position (rotary)

Fig. B. Suggested trequency scale tor P2'

switch
84 = push-button swttch with make
contact

Mic, = electret nucrophone
Fl] = 455 kHz i.f. filter
Ls1 = loudspeaker, 8-16 Q, 200 mW
KI = jack socket wtth break contact
Enclosure 188xl20x57 mm
(73/Bx43/4x21/4in) meta!

Bt I = 9 V battery with clip
PCB Order No. 936046

(936046)
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SUN BLIND CONTROL
Design by A. Gessler "

Sun blinds, whether of the traditional awning kind or of the
modern metal roller type, provide welcome shade in the

summer and , in the case of the laUer, also good proteetion
against break-ins. Many of these blinds are operated

by an electric motor. The control described closes the blinds
when it gets dark outside and opens them again when daylight

returns. This automatie operation can be overridden
bya manually operated switch, so that the blinds can be
opened or closed at any time of the day as required.

new situation has arisen (U has be-
come light after dark or it has become
dark after daylight) the output of IC3a
changes from legte 0 to 1. The conse-
quent leadtng edge trtggers monostable
IC4a. When the mono time of 10 mtn
has elapsed. IC4a generates a clock
pulse for bistables IC6a. which then
stores the actual light intensity, and
IC6b•in which a 1 Is placed tf there was
a change in condition. Ir there was no
change. far instance. because the vari-
ation tn light intensity had disappeared
before the mono time had elapsed, a 0
ts placed tn IC6b'
When there is a 1 in 1C6b' tts Q out-

put is high, and this actuates mono-
stable IC4b' For apreset period of not
less than 1.5 sand not more than 2 m,
output Q of IC4b is low. At the same
time. and during the same period. the
output of ICSb ts high, which causes
relay Re2 to be energtzed via T2' The
manual control of the sun blind motor
is then disabled and the pole of Re1 is
connected to the L(ive) wire of the
matns. Depending on the state of the
relay, the sun blind will then be low-
ered or raised. The period during which
the motor is energtacd is determined by
IC4b' It is important that Ws pertod is
Ionger than the time taken by the bltnd
to be lowered or raised completely. Ir It
were shorter, the motor would be deen-
ergtzed before the wanted sctttng of the
blind had been reached. A Ionger
pertod does not matter, because the
end-stop switches of the sun blind sys-
tem cause the motor to be deenergtzcd
when the blind has been completely
lowered or raised. After the mono time
of IC4bhas elapsed, Re2 is deenergized.
whereupon the blind can be lowered or
raised by manual control agatri.
The circuit has a second input via

rr'he control unlt can be added to the
1. sun blind system without the need
for modifications of any kind to the
system.
The circuit (Fig. 2) is actuated by

sensor ICI, which converts the amount
of light it receives into a direct voltage.
This opto-IC, a Type TSL251 from
Texas In-struments. is very sensitive
and, because of an integral lens, fairly
directional. Its spectral senstttvity lies
tn the regten of 600-900 nm.
The output voltage of the sensor ts

compared with a reference voltage in
IC2a. The output of this comparator
goes high when the light input is high.
and low wtth little incident light. The
change-over point ts set wtth PI'
Resistors Rj and R2 provide the com-
parator with s ufftcten t hysteresis to
prevent the stage from clattering
around the change-over potnt.
The output of IC2a is compared in

XNOR IC3a wtth the value stored in
bistable (US: fltp-flopl IC6a- When a Fig. 1.General view of the sun blind control unit.
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Kl' This input is intended to be con-
nected to an anemometer: the values of
the components specified allow a stan-

SUN BLIND CONTROL

dard type to be used. The sensitivity of
the input is about 1 V 100 Hz-I. The
change-over point of comparator IC2bis

set with P2' The hysteresis of the corn-
para tor may be reduced by enlarging
the value of Rg.
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Fig. 2. Circuit diagram 01 the sun blind control.



GENERAL INTEREST

When an anemometer is connected
to K1 and the wind speed increases to,
say, force 4 to 5 on Beaufort scale
(18-23 km h-11, the output of IC2b is
high, otherwise it is low.
Since the output of IC2b is inverted

before it is applied to AND gates IC5a
and IC5b;the quiescent signal does not
affect the operation of the remainder of
the circuit.
A high logic level at the output of

IC2b supersedes all other control stg-
nals in the circuit. lt causes the man-
ual operation to be disabled and the
sun blind to be raised to prevent its
being damaged by the streng wind.
Only when the wind has moderated
will the stgnal go low agatn. Bistable
IC6b is then reset via Cg and R15'
whereupon IC4b recetves a start pulse
and the sun blind is lowered if there is
still sunshine. If not, the blind remains
raised.
The circuit also has a common reset

network: immediately after the mains
has been switched on, 1C7agenerates a
reset pulse. This pulse sets mono-
stables IC4aand IC4band bistables 1C6a
and IC6bto their starting state, so that
manual contral is available.

Construction
The sun blind control is intended to be
built on the printed-circuit board in
Fig. 3. Start with the small passive
components, followed by the larger
ones, then the active devices, and fi-
nally the mains transformer, the relays
and the terminal strips. When the
board is finished, it should be mounted
in an ABS (or other tough man-made
fibre) enclosure measuring about
130x80x35 mm (51/8x31/8x 1% in).
The LEDs must be mounted on the

Fig. 3. Printed-circuit board tor the sun blind control.
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Fig. 4. Suggested tront panel tor the sun blind control (toil not available ready-made). Scale 1:1.
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front panel of the enclosure.
The enclosure must be provided

wtth a hole in such a postnon that the
sensor can 'see' the outside light from
the correct direction.
If the wind protection facility ts not

requtred. C2' C3. D3. D4. Rt;. and KI can
be omrtted.
LED series reststors R5' Rll, and R13

have the rtght value for htgh-efftclency
LEDs. If these dtodes are not brtght
cnough. the value of the resistors may
be lowered to 470 11. Diode D5 tndt-
cates for how long the motors are ener-
gized dunng the lowertng and ratstng of
the blind; D2 shows whether the blind
is being ratsed or lowered; D7 is the
on/ off Indtcator.
A suggested front-panel layout is

given in Fig. 4.

Installation
Remove the mains from the electrical
system of the sun blind (best done by
removing the relevant marns fuses
from the fuse box).
Undo the L(ive)matns wire from the

manual swttch (52 in F'ig. 2) of the sun
blind system and link the freed swttch
terminal to terminal S of K2 as shown
in Ftg, 2.
Connect K5 to the L(ive) and N(eu-

tral) of the mains as indicated in Fig. 2.
Ftgure 2 shows two motors for oper-

ating the blind; in practice there is nor-
mally only one rnotor with separate
connections for clockwise and anti-
clockwise rotation.
Before the control untt is connected

to the sun blind system, check that the
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system has end-stop switches (as far
as is known, these are always fitted). In
the unlikely case that there are no
such switches, the control unit can not
be used, since there is then a risk of
the motor burning out in certarn cir-
cumstances.
The control unit has no fuse, since it

is assumed that all sun blind systems
already have one. If there Ia not, a
fuseholder wtth 1.5 A fuse may still be
added in side the control unit.

Setting up
Set P2 to the centre of tts travel and ad-
just Pl so that the controluntt reacts
to the desired level of tnctdent light. D2
shows when the control changes over
from light to dark and vice versa.
Set P3 for the wanted running time

of the motor. At the end of this pertod.
the manual control must be reenabled.
If the blind moves into the wrong dt-

rection Cup instead of down or vice
versa), Interchange connections A and
B at K3 (at one side onlyl.
If an anemometer is used, wait unttl

the wind is of a strength that is constd-
ered possibly darnaging to the sun
blind and then turn P2 until the circutt
just reacts and the SUD blind is ratsed.

Parts list
Resistors:
R]. R]4 = 1 kl1
R2. R3. Rg = I MI1
R... RIO,R]2. RI5 = IOkl1
"s. R]], R]3 = 2.2 kl1 (see text)
Rg = 10011

R7= 15kl1
RB= 100 kl1
PI' P2 = 100 kl1 preset
P3 = 1 MI1preset

Capacitors:
CI. C3. C5 = 470 J1F. 16 V. radial
C2 = 220 nF
C4•C6. CB= 100 J1F. 16 V. radial
C7. CIO= 100 nF
Cg = 1 nF

Semiconductors:
D], D3. D4' D6 = IN4148
D2. D5. D7 = LED. high efficiency
T]. T2 = BC546
B] = B80C15o.O

Integrated circuits:
IC] = T5L251 or TSL250 (Texas Instr)
IC2 = LM358
IC3 = 4077
IC4 = 4538
IC5 = 4023
IC6 = 4013
IC7 = 40106
ICB= 7808

Miscellaneous:
KI = 3-way terminal strip. pitch 5 mm
K2-K5= 2-way terminal strip. pitch
7.5mm

SI =: matns on/off swttch
Rej , Re2 = 12 V relay with contacts
rated for matns voltage operation

TrI =: mains transformer, secondary
12 V. 1.5 A (e.g., Velleman
1120018M - Maplin)

PCB Order No. 9300.35
Enclosure - see text


